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IMPORTANT
EMERGENCIES: A first aid station is located
under Section A on South side of Stadium.
Trained nurses are on hand all during the game.
Should a doctor be needed, ask any usher. Each
usher has been informed the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 2 and 10.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at Sta-
dium Ticket Offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 11 and 13.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public ad-
dress system is intended primarily for the in-
formation of spectators concerning the game.
Please do not request the use of the public ad-
dress system to make social contacts at the
game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms are
located beneath the stands and can be reached
by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found,
please report same to Gate 1 Information Booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are
located beneath the stands and can be reached
by exit from any portal. A concession price list
is published on the back page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency call are re-
ceived over the telephone located in the press
box, the number of which is listed with the op-
erator as Press Box, Clemson Memorial Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of alco-
holic beverages are prohibited by Act No. 550 of
the General Assembly of South Carolina, 1967,
and rules of the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission in this stadium and the surround-
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Choose vitrified clay pipe...
your guarantee against pollution.
No matter how hard you study the problem of choosing
sewer pipe, the best reason for choosing vitrified clay pipe is
that it lasts. It has been in use in sewer systems for thousands
of years. And, some of those systems are still in use today.
No one has been able to improve on the original material.
It is acid proof. It will not oval or collapse under the weight of
the earth above it. It won't change its shape and restrict sew-
age flow. And, clay pipe joints set the industry's standard for
tightness. Vitrified clay is the one sewer pipe, once properly
installed, that never has to be replaced. Ever.
POMONA PIPE PRODUCTS
Greensboro, N. C. / Columbia, S. C.
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Robert C. Edwards
President
Man's capability to produce vast quantities of new
knowledge at such a rapid pace has become the accent of this
century, particularly the past decade.
Our reservoir of information has thus become more than
an instrument for perpetuating our culture. It has come to be a
prime index of our greatness, functioning not only as a source
of our strength, but as a measure of our fitness to survive
and grow as a State and Nation.
Under the dynamic leadership of President Robert C.
Edwards, Clemson University is meeting, head-on, the demands
for creating new knowledge by concentrating the full measure
of its teaching, research, and public service activities into
many highly delimited areas of effort.
Relying heavily on the rich legacy of 78 years of meaningful service to the State and
Nation, and more especially the achievements of the past decade, the University is
gearing its programs of academic endeavor and physical expansion to solve the
mysteries and unconquered horizons of the future.
At the doorway of the 70's, a brief digression to review Clemson's record during the
60's will further solidify the point that achievements of the present and aspirations
for the future are mutually dependent on a productive past.
Significant events of the past decade were the
peaceful accomplishment of racial integration (1963);
the official change of the institution's name to Clemson
University (1964); enrichment and expansion of
academic programs; and the construction of $32 million
in new and improved buildings and facilities.
The 60's were also the years in which . . .
• A tremendous 73 per cent surge in enrollment
gave the University a total student body of more than
7,000 by the end of the decade as compared with 4,048
students in 1960-61.
• The number of main campus faculty increased from
326 to 646, with 59 per cent holding terminal degrees as
compared with 33 per cent when the decade began.
• The University's total number of major academic units
doubled with the addition of six new colleges and schools.
• Undergraduate courses increased from 706 to 1 ,221
;
graduate courses from 480 to 1,219.
• Thirteen new undergraduate curricula were initiated,
which at the beginning of the 1969-70 academic year accounted
for 23 per cent of the total undergraduate enrollment.
• Graduate education, in its infancy in 1960 with 25
Master's degree programs and four Ph.D. programs, matured
into a prestigious academic unit which boasted 45 Master's
programs and 23 Ph.D. programs in 1969-70.
to am exciting future
• Two-year college parallel programs for freshman
and sophomore years were made available in Greenville and
Sumter with the launching of satellite Clemson campuses.
• Thirty-six per cent of all degrees conferred by the
University, or 8,020, were awarded.
• As the State's leading institution in agricultural
teaching, research, and extension services, Clemson has
made important contributions to the technological revolution
in modern agriculture. The Livestock-Poultry Health
Department continued as an effective weapon in control and
eradication of animal disease. The 1967 South Carolina Meat
and Meat Food Regulations and Inspection Law was given
to this department to administer. Two years later, the Poultry
Inspection Law was enacted and incorporated with meat
inspection to form the Meat and Poultry Inspection Service
of the University.
• Concern over the quality of man's environment became one of the great national
issues. Clemson, which had already been involved in pollution control work for many
years, made a commitment to be at the forefront in the national thrust to solve the
problems of controlling and protecting the environment.
As the University moves farther into its fourth quarter-century, the tremendous
accomplishments of the past will serve as fitting prologue foreshadowing greater and
even more significant events for the future.
Clemson today faces the challenge of tomorrow with relevant educational programs
focusing on conditions of our time and of times to come.
Merging a broad range of specialized talents into an interdisciplinary approach,
the University is channeling student interest and eagerness to solve contemporary
problems into realistic, constructive academic and research programs.
No one is better informed about or more concerned with Clemson's future than
President Edwards. He is extremely conscious of the University's many responsibilities
in living up to the accomplishments of its past; in maintaining the progress and
achievements of the present: and in realizing the challenges and obstacles which lie
ahead in the years to come.
"The potentials which the future holds for us are great beyond all expectation,''
Dr. Edwards says. "Through education, the
impossible of today will be the commonplace
of tomorrow. There is one thing we know — there
is no status quo in the world today. We live in the
midst of a tremendous technological and
information explosion. This is why it is most
imperative that the spirit of progress indicative of
Clemson University, past and present, must and
shall continue in the Clemson University of the
future."
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207 Schuyler Apt. Bldg., 275 S. Church St. P. O. Box 1945
Telephone (803) 582-5415 SPARTANBURG, S. C. 29301
CLEMSON ALMA MATER
Where the Blue Ridge yaions its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, ice will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain heigh t.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, '19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
LYNCH DRUG CO.
CLEMSON— A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE
COLLEGE AVENUE— CLEMSON




FRESH FROM END TO END
Its baked while you sleep.
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we put it all
together
There's no limit to
What we can accomplish.
The Clemson Alumni Association,
through the Alumni Loyalty Fund,
is dedicated to the excellence
of Clemson University as an
educational institution for the
thousands who study here. Your
investment in the Loyalty Fund




Bill McLellan came up through the ranks in the ath-
letic department. He literally became a jack of all
trades, wearing six hats at a time — more if necessary.
But his untiring efforts and his ability to grasp any
situation paid off for him this past February.
It was then he was named athletic director, succeed-
ing Frank Howard, which would have scared the pants
off most people. But Howard himself had said before,
"Bill's been doing all the work, so he ought to have the
title."
McLellan came to the athletic department in May,
1958, and the personnel office listed him as assistant
business manager.
But he handled the tickets, saw that the grass was cut,
replaced light bulbs, purchased equipment and when
normal working hours were over for most of the univer-
sity, he was on the football field coaching. During the
days of the intricate substitution, McLellan was the
sideline bookkeeper for Howard.
Those who are close to McLellan marvel at his bound-
less energy. But seldom does he waste a minute. He
can handle three or four people in his office at one time,
all carrying on a different conversation . . . and all
leaving with an answer.
Such is the legacy of Bill McLellan, the AD.
Joined athletic staff May 1, 1958, from Department of Agricultural Economics and Seed Certification at Clemson.
Responsibilities: Is in charge of the entire operation of the Clemson intercollegiate athletic program.
Background: Received graduate research assistantship while working on MS degree. Served as assistant agrono-
mist 1 year, as assistant economist for 2 years. Was assistant business manager of athletics from 1958-66. Still found
time to assist with coaching during this time. Was appointed assistant athletic director in 1966 and was named
athletic director Feb. 4, 1971. 1971 will be 13th year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Hamer, S. C, May 26, 1932. High School— graduated Dillon (S. C.) High School,
lettered 3 years in football, 2 in baseball. College — Clemson, graduated with BS degree in agronomy in 1954, re-
ceived masters degree from Clemson in agricultural economics in 1956, lettered 2 years in football. Married —
Ann Rogers of Fork, S. C, June 5, 1954. Children — Suzy, born Nov. 21, 1955 (10th grade); Bill, born May 15,
1957 (8th grade); Cliff, born July 13, 1958 (7th grade); Arch Anna, born Nov. 3, 1961 (4th grade).
Bowl Game Participation: 4 — 1 as a player with Clemson (1952 Gator); 3 as an assistant coach with Clemson
(1957 Orange, 1959 Sugar, 1959 Bluebonnet).
HOOTIE INGRAM
Head Football Coach
The final won-lost record of Clemson last season was
more disappointing to Hootie Ingram than anyone else.
He came here with visions of giving the Clemson follow-
ers a winning brand of football.
And although it didn't happen in his first try, Ingram
believes that a good foundation was laid and the divi-
dends should begin showing up this season.
Assembling coaches from all directions and blending
them with players using a new system was a complete
new world for all concerned. A chorus doesn't sing a
song perfect through the first time. But the second time
around there's usually improvement.
And Ingram believes that will be true of his football
team this fall. He stood 10 years on the sidelines as an
assistant coach, carefully watching the moves of his
head coach.
Some talent and leadership, along with a little luck,
go into the making of a good football team. Ingram be-
lieves there'll be more talent on his second Clemson
team and leadership where it counts. No one has con-
trol of luck, but Ingram hopes Clemson has its share.
If toil and sweat on the practice field are any criteria,
Ingram should see better results each Saturday after-
noon this fall.
Joined Clemson staff Dec. 17, 1969, from staff of University of Arkansas.
Responsibilities: Serves as head football coach. Is in charge of entire football program.
Coaching Experience: High School— Head coach at Bradenton (Fla.) High School 1 year; head coach at Tusca-
loosa County (Ala.) High School 3 years. College — assistant coach 1 year (1960) at Wake Forest University; assist-
ant coach 3 years (1961-62-63) at Virginia Tech; assistant coach 3 years (1964-65-66) at University of Georgia; as-
sistant coach 3 years (1967-68-69) at University of Arkansas; head coach 1 year (1970) at Clemson University. 1971
will be second year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born — Tuscaloosa, Ala., Sept. 2, 1933. High School — graduated from Tuscaloosa High
School, lettered 3 years in football, 3 years in basketball, 3 years in baseball, 1 year in track. College— Univer-
sity of Alabama, graduated with BS degree in education in 1955, lettered 3 years in football, 3 years in baseball.
Named All-Southeastern Conference defensive back in 1952 when he led the nation in interceptions (10) and in
yards returned (163). These are still Alabama and Southeastern Conference records. Received MA degree in school
administration from Alabama. Married — Toni Snider of Tuscaloosa, Ala., Jan. 27, 1955. (Mrs. Ingram earned
undergraduate and masters degrees at Alabama). Children — 2 daughters, Robin, born Dec. 19, 1955 (10th grade)
and Lane, born April 21, 1963 (3rd grade); and one son, Cecil, III, born Aug. 10, 1959 (7th grade).
Bowl Game Participation: 6 — 2 as player with Alabama (1953 Orange, 1954 Cotton); 4 as an assistant coach (1965
Sun and 1967 Cotton with Georgia; 1969 Sugar and 1970 Sugar with Arkansas).
Deans of Clemson's Colleges and Schools
Dr. Claud Green Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz Dr. W. D. Trevillian, Dean Dr. Geraldine Labecki
Dean of Under- Dean of Graduate Studies College of Industrial Mgt. Dean, School of Nursing
Graduate Studies and University Research and Textile Science
Dr. Sam Willis, Dean Dr. Linvil G. Rich, Dean Dr. Davis McGregor, Dean Dr. Wm. Wiley, Dean
University Extension College of Engineering College of Forest and College of Agricultural
Recreation Resources Sciences
Dr. Harold F. Landrith Dr. Henry E. Vogel, Dean Dr. Morris Cox, Dean H. E. McClure, M. Arch.,
Dean, College of College of Physical, College of Dean, College of
Education Mathematical and Liberal Arts Architecture
Biological Sciences















Open after all games until 1:00 A. M.
OUR RESTAURANT
Open 6 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Serving Buffet after all home games
FRANK HOWARD
Assistant To The Vice President of Student Affairs
In the past two years, Frank Howard has dropped two titles and picked up another one. Following the 1969
season Howard relinquished his post of head coach to Hootie Ingram, keeping the athletic director's position.
This past February Howard was named assistant to the vice president of student affairs when Bill McLellan
was named athletic director.
But instead of being tied down to an endless task of paper work as his present title might indicate, Howard
has turned his fulltime in a public relations role, making more speeches and appearances than he ever dreamed
possible. His travels now carry him out more often and to many distant places. He has just completed a year
where he served as chairman of the South Carolina Heart Fund when he was constantly making personal appear-
ances for this worthy cause.
During his active coaching days, Howard was one of the most successful in business. He carried Clemson to
six post-season bowl games while he was head coach which was nothing new to the 62-year-old veteran. He
played in the 1931 Rose Bowl with Alabama and was an assistant coach when Clemson went to the 1940 Cotton
Bowl.
When Howard retired after the 1969 season he had the longest tenure in the nation and all of his head coaching
was at one school. He posted 165 victories, which ranked 19th among all coaches, active or retired. Howard be-
came a task master of hard nosed football. His players knew it as did his opponents. No one did more for foot-
ball in South Carolina than Howard and few in the nation cr.rried a better reputation.
Joined Clemson staff August, 1931, after graduation from college. Served as Clemson line coach nine years. Was
Clemson head football coach 30 years, which at time of retirement, was longest tenure in nation. Appointed assist-
ant to the vice president of student affairs Feb. 4, 1971.
Responsibilities: Clemson's goodwill ambassador. Makes a number of fund raising appearances in Clemson's be-
half each year. Still in great demand as after-dinner and quarterback club speaker. 1971 will be 41st year on Clem-
son staff.
Personal Information: Born— Barlow Bend, Ala., March 25, 1909. High School — Attended Barton Academy, grad-
uated from Murphy High School, Mobile, Ala., lettered 3 years in baseball, 2 in basketball, 2 in football. College
—
Alabama, graduated with BS degree in business administration in 1931, lettered 3 years in football, 3 years in base-
ball. College fraternity— Omega Delta Kappa. Married — Anna Tribble of Anderson, S. C, Aug. 23, 1933. Chil-
dren — Mrs. Robert E. McClure (Alice) of Gastonia, N. C; Jimmy (graduated from Clemson with honors, June,
1964, received master's degree in horticulture from Clemson, May, 1967). Research assistant, Crop Pest Commis-
sion, Clemson University. Grandchildren— Robert Howard McClure, Sam Howard McClure.
Bowl Game Participation: 8 — 1 as a player with Alabama (1931 Rose), 1 as an assistant coach with Clemson
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GORDON NORWOOD
Offensive Freshman Coach
Joined Clemson staff Feb. 1, 1970. Came to Clemson from staff of University of Arkansas.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with freshman offensive backs.
Coaching Experience: College — Served as graduate assistant freshman coach at University of
Arkansas one year (1969) working with defensive backs. Has been assistant freshman coach
at Clemson one year. 1971 will be second year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 4, 1945. High School— graduated from Pine Bluff (Ark.)
High School. Lettered 3 years in football, 3 years in basketball, 3 years in track. College — University of Arkansas,
graduated in February, 1970, with BS degree in physical education. Lettered 2 years in football (quarterback), 1
year in golf. Participated in freshman basketball and varsity track. College Fraternity — Phi Delta Theta. Marital
status — single.
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as player (1968 Sugar Bowl with Arkansas).
DUKE OWEN
Offensive Line Coach
Joined Clemson staff May 25, 1970. Came to Clemson from University of Cincinnati.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with varsity offensive line.
Coaching Experience: High School — Served as head coach at Mount Sterling (Ky.) High School
nine years where he compiled a 76-29-4 record. Was in state playoffs three of first five years. In
state semi-finals three seasons. Champions in high school Recreation Bowl three years. Division champion in
Central Kentucky Conference two years. College — Coached five years (1964-68) at University of Kentucky, three
years as head freshman coach and two seasons with offensive line and backs. Served one year (1969) at University
of Cincinnati as offensive line coach. 1971 will be second year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born — Lebanon, Ky., Jan. 12, 1931. High School— Graduated from Lebanon (Ky.) High
School where he lettered in football, basketball and baseball. College— Georgetown (Ky.) College, graduated with
BS degree in mathematics and physics in 1953. Lettered 4 years in football, 1 year in basketball. Service— U. S.
Army, 2 years. Married — Florence Deeb of Louisville, Ky., Aug. 5, 1957. Children — David, born May 28, 1958
(8th grade); Mitchell, born Aug. 17, 1960 (6th grade).
STEVE SATTERFIELD
Head Freshman Coach
Joined athletic staff Jan. 1, 1971, from Sumter High School, Sumter S. C.
Responsibilities: Head freshman football coach.
Coaching Experience: High School— Assistant coach at Edmunds (now Sumter High School,
Sumter, S. C, four years 1960-63); head coach at Wade Hampton High School, Greenville, S. C,
1 year (1964); head coach at Edmunds High School 6 years (1965-70), compiling 45-19-3 record, state 4-A cham-
pions (12-0) in 1969, lost in lower state finals, 31-30, in 1970. 1971 will be first year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born — Greer, S. C, Oct. 3, 1937. High School — graduated Greer High School, lettered in
football, basketball, baseball and track. College — University of South Carolina, graduated with AB degree in
education in 1960, lettered 3 years in football, named to Atlantic Coast Conference all-academic team in 1958 and
1959; received masters degree from Appalachian State in 1967. Married — Barbara Woodall of Taylors, S. C,
July 28, 1956. Children — Keleigh, born Aug. 25, 1960 (6th grade); Steven, born May 15, 1964 (1st grade).
DOUG BARFIELD
Offensive Backfield Coach
Joined Clemson staff Jan. 15, 1970. Came to Clemson from University of Southern Mississippi.
Responsibilities: Assistant coach working with the offensive backfield.
Coaching Experience: High School — Served one year as assistant coach at Grove Hill (Ala.)
High School; served two years as sports and athletic director at Fort Bliss (Texas); coached
at University Military School, Mobile, Ala., five years, two as assistant coach, three years as head coach, cap-
turing three conference titles; was head coach two years at Andalusia (Ala.) High School. Coached in Alabama
High School all-star game in 1964. Was coach-of-year in South Alabama Conference in 1965. College — Served
three years as offensive backfield coach at University of Southern Mississippi. 1971 will be second year on Clem-
son staff.
Personal Information: Born— Grove Hill, Ala., March 14,1936. High School— Graduated from Grove Hill (Ala.)
High School. Earned 11 letters in three sports. College — University of Southern Mississippi, graduated with BS
degree in physical education in 1957. Lettered 3 years in football (quarterback) and 3 years in baseball. Chosen
permanent captain his senior year (1956). Service — U. S. Army, 2 years. Married — Betty Plummer of Grove Hill
Ala., June 23, 1957. Children— Gary, born Sept. 30, 1959 (7th grade); Kathy, born June 4, 1961 (5th grade).
TOM BASS
Defensive Line Coach
Joined Clemson staff Feb. 19, 1967, from coaching staff at University of Tennessee.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with defensive line.
Coaching Experience: High School— Assistant coach at Sevier County High School, Sevier-
ville, Term., one year. Head coach at Sevier County four years, building a 35-7-2 record. Was
East Tennessee coach-of-the-year in 1964; also Knoxville Journal coach-of-the-year. College — Assistant freshman
football coach at University of Tennessee in 1964. Served as head freshman coach at Clemson three years (1967-
69). Promoted to varsity in 1970 as defensive line coach. 1971 will be fifth year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Mooresville, N. C, Sept. 18, 1936. High School— Graduated Mooresville High
School. Lettered 2 years in football, 2 in baseball and 2 in basketball. College — Maryville College, Maryville,
Tenn. Graduated with BA degree in biology in 1960. Lettered 3 years in football and 3 in baseball. Has attended
graduate school at University of Tennessee. Service — Paratrooper with 82nd Airborne, 2 years. Played service
baseball. College Fraternity— Alpha Sigma. Married— Susan Price of Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. 19, 1964. Children
— Thomas Stephen, born Oct. 13, 1966; Laura Jane born Sept. 7, 1968; John McAndrew, born Nov. 23, 1970.
JOE BURSON
Assistant Defensive Line Coach
Joined Clemson staff Aug. 1, 1970. Came to Clemson from staff of Griffin (Ga.) High School.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with freshmen defensive backs and line-
backers.
Coaching Experience: High School — Served as assistant coach at Griffin (Ga.) High School
two seasons (1968-69) working with defensive backs and receivers. College — Served two years (1966-67) as fresh-
man coach at University of Georgia. Has been assistant freshman coach at Clemson one year. 1971 will be sec-
ond year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Newnan, Ga., April 8, 1943. High School— graduated from Newnan (Ga.) High
School. Lettered 3 years in football, 2 years in basketball, 2 years in baseball. College— University of Georgia,
graduated with BS degree in industrial arts in 1966. Lettered 3 years in football (defensive back). Drafted by
Washington Redskins. College fraternity — Kappa Alpha. Marital status — single.
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as a player (1964 Sun Bowl with Georgia).
WHITEY JORDAN
Receiver Coach
Joined Clemson staff, July, 1959. Came to Clemson after college graduation.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with receivers.
Coaching Experience: College— assisted with Clemson freshman team as a student while com-
pleting work on degree. Served four years as assistant freshman coach following graduation.
Head freshman coach in 1964. Moved to varsity staff in 1965 as offensive end coach. Head offensive coach in 1968
and 1969. Coached offensive line in 1970. 1971 will be 13th year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Florence, S. C, May 14, 1936. High School— Florence High School, lettered in
football, baseball and basketball. College— Clemson, graduated with BS degree in education in 1959. Lettered 3
years in football. Married — Kappy Stewart of Florence, S. C, June 5, 1955. Children— Kim, born April 6, 1956
(10th grade); Karol, born Aug. 5, 1958 (8th grade); Stewart, born Oct. 19, 1959 (7th grade); Jo Kyle, born Aug. 16,
1962 (4th grade).
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as a player (1957 Orange); 2 as an assistant coach (1959 Sugar, 1959 Bluebonnet)
GEORGE MaclNTYRE
Defensive Backfield Coach
Joined Clemson staff Jan. 20, 1970, from coaching staff at University of Tampa.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with defensive backfield.
Coaching Experience: High School— Served one year as defensive coach and one year as of-
fensive backfield coach at Terry Parker High School in Jacksonville, Fla. College— Served
four years (1964-67) as head recruiter and head freshman coach at University of Miami (Fla.); was head defensive
coach working with backs at University of Tampa two years (1968-69) before coming to Clemson as defensive back-
field coach. 1971 will be second season on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— St. Petersburg, Fla., April 30, 1939. High School— Graduated from Andrew Jack-
son High School, Jacksonville, Fla. Lettered 3 years in football, 3 years in baseball, 2 years in basketball. College
— University of Miami (Fla.), graduated with BS degree in physical education in 1961. Lettered 3 years in foot-
ball as quarterback and defensive back. Service — 21 months, U. S. Army. Married — Betty Harvey of Jackson-
ville, Fla., June 17, 1961. Children— Michael, born March 14, 1965 (1st grade); Matthew, born Oct. 22, 1969.
TOM MOORE
Defensive Freshman Coach
Joined Clemson Staff August 1, 1971. Came to Clemson from Wichita State University.
Responsibilities: Assistant coach working with freshman defensive unit.
Coaching Experience: High School— Served 1 year at Aurora Central High School in Aurora,
Colorado, as the offensive co-ordinator. College — Served as a graduate assistant one season
at The Citadel, working with wide receivers. Joined the staff at Wichita State University in 1968 as head fresh-
man coach. Moved to varsity staff in 1969 as wide receiver coach. 1971 will be first year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born — Dayton, Ohio, Feb. 15, 1945 High School — Graduated from Beaver Falls (Pa.) High
School in 1963. Lettered 3 years in football and track. College — The Citadel, received BS degree in political
science in 1967. Lettered 3 years in football (halfback and wide receiver). Was All-Southern Conference and
team captain senior year. Service — Air Force, 4 years. Married — Joyce Stewart of Clemson, S. C, July 8, 1967.
Children— Rhett, born March 11, 1971.
DOUG SHIVELY
Linebacker Coach
Joined Clemson staff Jan. 1, 1970. Came to Clemson from private business in Lexington, Ky.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with linebackers.
Coaching Experience: High School— Served as assistant coach one year at Port Arthur
(Texas) High School. College — Served on Virginia Tech staff six years (1960-65), three with
head coach Hootie Ingram (1961-63), first as freshman coach, then with varsity defensive ends and linebackers;
served on University of Kentucky staff three years (1966-68) as linebacker coach one season and head defensive
coach two years. Has been Clemson linebacker coach one year. 1971 will be second year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Lexington, Ky., March 18, 1938. (Son of the late Bernie Shively, longtime director
of athletics at University of Kentucky). High School — graduated from Lafayette High School, Lexington, Ky.
Earned 16 letters playing four sports. College — University of Kentucky, graduated with BS degree in education
in 1959. Lettered 3 years in football, 3 years in baseball. Named to All-Southeastern Conference sophomore team.
Captained 1958 team senior year. Pro Baseball — Signed pro contract with Chicago White Sox. Played part of
season with Holdredge, Neb. Married — Patsy Moores of Lexington, Ky., Nov. 26, 1958. Children — Douglas, Jr.,
(Chip), born Sept. 18, 1961 (5th grade); David, born April 18, 1963 (2nd grade); Kelly, born May 20, 1966.
Clemson's 1,000-Yard Club . . .
(Players gaining 1,000 yards or better in total offense for a season)
Yards Yards Total
Player & Position Year Rushing Passing Offense
Billy Hair, TB 1951 698 1004 1702
Bobby Gage, TB 1947 502 1002 1504
Jimmy Addison, QB 1966 —2 1491 1489
Tommy Kendrick, QB 1969 —122 1457 1335
Jackie Calvert, TB 1950 714 557 1271
Bobby Gage, TB 1948 343 887 1230
Billy Hair, TB 1950 573 644 1217
Ray Mathews, WB 1949 728 487 1215
Thomas Ray, QB 1965 146 1019 1165
Tommy Kendrick, QB 1970 —246 1407 1161
Butch Butler, TB 1942 616 504 1120
Lowndes Shingler, QB 1960 274 790 1064
Buddy Gore, TB 1967 1045 1045
Harvey White, QB 1957 197 841 1038
Banks McFadden, TB 1939 445 581 1026
THE NUMBER ONE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER OF THE SOUTH
The Fabulous Charlotte Coliseum
Air Conditioned
Welcomes Once Again
CLEMSON— NORTH CAROLINA— GEORGIA TECH
N. C. STATE
in helping boost its nationally-famed basketball prestige
IMPORTANT COMING EVENTS
Ice Capades October 20 thru 24
Disney On Parade February 2 thru 6
North-South Doubleheader February 11 & 12
Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Circus _ _ March 14 thru 19
Ice Skating Wrestling Ice Hockey
ABA Basketball Rock 'N Roll Country Music
Paul Buck, Managing Director
For Ticket Information Call: 372-3600
The Home of the North Carolina Sports Hall of Fame
25—DB—Benjamin Waldrep (Ben) Anderson
—
Junior—6-0—170—8-25-51—Edgefield, S. C. . . .
was sophomore starter in the secondary a
year ago . . . interecepted three passes in
1970 . . . had good season last year but was
injured in the last game of the season . . .
expected to start again in 1971 . . . named
All-ACC Scholastic as a sophomore . . . out-
standing athlete at Strom Thurmond High . . .
was all-state and state "Back-of-the-Year" . . .
father is a lawyer . . . majoring in political
science.
44—DB—Tony Dean (Tony) Anderson—Junior
—
6-V2— 175—7-1-51—Travelers Rest, S. C. . . .
shared punting duties last season with his
older brother Jack . . . saw limited action as
an offensive end and a wide receiver . . .
switched to the defensive unit this past spring
. . . has impressed coaching staff at new posi-
tion . . . won 13 letters at Travelers Rest High
School in baseball, football, track and basket-
ball . . . all-conference in all four sports . . .
father is in construction business . . . indus-
trial education major.
84—TE—Karl Robert (Karl) Andreas II—Sopho-
more—6-2—204—8-7-52—Slatington, Pa. . . .
was number one tight end on Cub team in '70
. . . caught nine passes for 139 yards and one
touchdown . . . strong runner with good
hands . . . has potential to be outstanding
college receiver . . . tough and aggressive . . .
should see a considerable amount of action
as back-up man for McMakin . . . attended
Slatington High where he was all-state and
all-league . . . named Slatington 'Athlete-of-
the-Year" . . . father is a millwright . . . edu-
cation major.
95—DE—Wayne Douglas (Wayne) Baker—Sen-
ior—6-3—200—9-30-50—Oakland, N. J. . . . re-
turning starter at defensive end . . . was
linebacker as sophomore . . . aggressive play-
er that has impressed coaching staff . . . came
to Clemson from Indian Hills High School
where he participated in football, fencing and
track . . . has been in NCAA fencing finals
for the past two seasons . . . expected to have
good season in 1971 . . . father is insurance
agent . . . majoring in industrial management.
55—LB—Parker Lynn (Lynn) Barter—Junior
6-0—190— 1-23-51—College Park, Ga. . . . came
to Clemson from Gordon Military College . . .
had good spring practice . . . listed as possi-
ble starter for this fall ... a tough and hard-
nosed linebacker . . . will help fill gap
vacated by graduated Jim Sursavage . . . ex-
pected to have good season . . . attended
College Park High School . . . received three
letters in football and one in baseball . . .
father is a contractor . . . majoring in edu-
cation.
83—OE—Gordon L. (Gordy) Bengel—Sophomore
6-2—204—7-18-52—Towson, Md. . . . came to
Clemson from Calvert Hall High School as
tight end but started as offensive tackle for
freshman a year ago . . . moved to wide
receiver spot during spring drills and found
a home . . . good receiver with above aver-
age speed . . . will be in running for starting
slot this fall . . . earned one letter in football
and two in basketball at Calvert Hall . . .
father is self-employed . . . majoring in finan-
cial management.
American beauty!
From colonial days to the
present, brick has been a favor-
ite building material in America.
Brick has contributed to the
beauty and permanence of many
of the nation's public buildings,
historic shrines and lovely homes.
For 52 years, Richtex brick have been used in
some of the outstanding buildings and homes in
Eastern America. Richtex brick are specified by
owners and architects because of their fine tex-
Richtex
Brick
ture, color and enduring quality.
Richtex is South Carolina's
largest brick maker. Richtex of-
fers styles to suit any design . . .
from colonial to modern for
buildings, homes, walls, patios
or anvwhere brick are used.
For information . . . call or write : Richtex
Corporation, 2000 Taylor Street, Columbia, S. C.
29203. Phone (803) 252-3661.
66—OG—John Theodore (John) Bolubasz—Soph-
omore—6-2—200—7-19-52—Elizabeth, Pa. . . .
was starting center in 1970 for Cub team
. . . has size and strength to make fine in-
terior lineman . . . could become first string
guard this fall . . . outstanding prep athlete
at Elizabeth-Forward High School where he
was named most valuable player . . . named
to all-conference and McKeesport Daily News
all star teams . . . also lettered in track . . .
father is a utilities foreman for U. S. Steel
. . . chemical engineering major.
31—FLK—Robert Jerome (Bob) Bosler—Junior
—
5-9—176— 10-31-51—Camp Springs, Md. . . .
converted from tailback following last season
. . . used mainly as kickoff return specialist
a year ago . . . returned 28 kicks for 568
yards . . . has good speed and should add
depth to Tiger receiving corps this fall . . .
earned two letters in football and three in
track at Crossland High School . . . member
of Clemson track team . . . father is colonel
in Air Force . . . industrial management
major.
61—OG—Arthur H. (Art) Brisacher—Sophomore
—6-31/2—210—3-30-52—Fairfield, N. J. . . . out-
standing lineman up from last year's fresh-
man team . . . has chance to nail down
starting slot this fall . . . aggressive lineman
and good blocker . . . attended West Essex
High School and earned three letters in foot-
ball and two each in basketball and track . . .
named school's most outstanding athlete . . .
captained three sports . . . father is an elec-
trical engineer . . . majoring in secondary
education.
19—DB—Richard Nelson (Ricky) Brown—Soph
omore—6-1—187—3-29-52—Avondale, Ga. . . .
regular secondary starter for Cub team in
1970 . . . also handled punting chores for
Cubs . . . intercepted four passes last season
. . . has potential to be outstanding defensive
back . . . could handle punting this fall . . .
earned three letters in football and one in
baseball at Avondale High School . . . father
is an insurance manager . . . majoring in
engineering.
58—LB—Michael Phillip (Mike) Buclcner—Soph-
omore—6-0—190—7-29-52 — Mc-ristown, Tenn.
. . . starting linebacker on freshman team last
season . . . blocked punt against Georgia
. . . hard-nosed player that is good varsity
prospect . . . possible starter this fall . . . at-
tended Morristown-Hamblen East High School
. . . all conference selection two consecutive
seasons . . . also named on All-Upper East
Tennessee squad . . . father is plant engi-
neer . . . majoring in administrative manage-
ment.
36—FB—Richard John (Dick) Bukowsky—Sen-
ior—6-21/2—210—8-22-50—Baltimore, Md. . . .
returning starter at fullback . . . averaged 3.7
yards per carry last season . . . expected to
have good year this fall . . . extremely strong
running back ... a good blocker . . . earned
three letters in baseball and two each in foot-
ball and wrestling at McDonogh High School
. . . captain of team and all-conference back
. . . father in vending machine business . . .
majoring in industrial management.
50—OT—Terry Alan (Terry) Calhoon—Sopho-
more—6-3—234— 1-3-51—Hyattsville, Md. . . .
was red-shirted last season . . . came to
Clemson as a guard and center . . . could
break into starting lineup this fall . . . attend-
ed DeMatha Catholic High School and earned
three letters each in football and baseball . . .
was All-Prep, All-Metro and All-Catholic . . .
had good spring practice . . . father is an
electrician . . . majoring in recreation and
park administration.
74—OT—George Force (Force) Chamberlain, Jr.
—Junior—6-0—233—3-19-51 — Pompton Plains,
N. J. . . . Aggressive ball player who broke
into starting unit around mid-season . . .
started last fall as defensive tackle ... at-
tended Pequannock Township High School and
earned three letters each in football, basket-
ball and baseball . . . made all-conference
and all-state teams in high school . . . father
is a teacher . . . majoring in forestry.
77—DT—Ralph Wray (Ralph) Daniel—Senior—
6-1—240—9-26-49—Lavonia, Ga. . . . saw
spot starting action last fall . . . was regular
on 1969 team as defensive tackle . . . did
not play as a freshman . . . expected to draw
starting nod when season opens . . . earned
four letters in football and one in track at
Tallulah Falls High School . . . named to All-
Georgia team for two consecutive seasons . . .
father is a merchant . . . majoring in recre-
ation and park administration.
29—FB—Aaron Heide (Heide) Davis—Junior
—
5-10—206—5-13-51—Greenville, S. C switch-
ed to the backfield after playing linebacker
as a sophomore . . . had an impressive spring
practice at fullback . . . listed as number two
after spring drills . . . expected to see a con-
siderable amount of action this fall . . . was
a tailback at Wade Hampton High School . . .
lettered three years each in football and
track . . . played in North-South All-Star
game . . . father is a doctor . . . majoring
in pre-medicine.
96—FLK—Jerome W. (Jerry) Davis, Jr.—Sopho-
more—6-1—175—3-30-52—Walterboro, S. C. . . .
led freshman team in receiving last season
...caught 11 passes for 176 yards and two
touchdowns . . . will add depth to receiving
corps this fall . . . attended Walterboro High
School where he earned three letters in track
and two each in football, basketball and
baseball . . . named all-area and all-confer-
ence . . . played in North-South All-Star game
. . . father manages lumber company . . . rec-
reation and park administration major.
88—LB—Luke Clifton (Luke) Deanhardt—Soph-
omore—6-21/2—215 — 7-14-52 — Johnson City,
Tenn. . . . outstanding performer on 1970 Cub
team . . . was starting linebacker and inter-
cepted three passes, returning them for 98
yards and two touchdowns . . . listed as a
probable starter for this fall . . . has poten-
tial to be a tremendous college linebacker . . .
two-time all-conference, All-East Tennessee,
all-state and honorable mention all-southern
at Science Hill High School . . . father is an
engineer . . . majoring in pre-pharmacy.
ANDERSON MALL, Anderson, S.C.
meyersearnold
KEEPING IN STEP...
Now with 2 fine stores to
serve the Clemson area!
ACC Comments: Where Are They Now?Some Former Football Standouts
NICK PATELLA, Wake Forest: In 1959.
Nick Patella landed All-ACC honors as
an offensive guard as well as receiving
honorable mention All-America. Today.
Patella serves as vice president and
general manager of Radio Stations
WAIR and WGPL in Winston-Salem.
During the 1959 football season In
which the Deacons comprised a 6-4 rec-
ord. Patella kicked three field goals to
provide the winning margin in three
f the victories. After being drafted by
the New York Titans, where he spent
two seasons, Patella returned to Win-
ston-Salem in 1961 and worked with a
trucking firm. He joined the staff of
WAIR as a salesman in 1963 and took
over his present duties In 1965.
ED VEREB, Maryland: Ed Vereb com-
pleted an outstanding football career
at Maryland in the 1956 Orange Bowl
game. He had a 66-yard run and scored
Maryland's only touchdown on a 15-
yard scamper. His 102 points scored
during the 1955 season has been topped
only twice in 18 years of ACC compe-
tition. He was runnerup for Player-of-
the Year honors in the ACC In 1955 to
teammate Bob Pellegrini. Although the
first draft choice of the Washington
Redskins, he signed a lucrative con-
tract with Vancouver of the Canadian
League where he played for four years.
He later returned and played one sea-
son with the Redskins before enrolling
at Georgetown University where he re-
ceived his Doctor of Dental Surgery de-
gree. He now has a thriving dental
practice at Bowie, Md., where he also
finds time to coach a boys club foot-
ball team. He Is married to the former
Patricia Anne Hoover, a former Mary-
land cheerleader, and they have two
children.
CHARLIE BUSSEY, Clemson: Charlie
Bussey was the captain and quarter-
back of the 1956 Clemson team, which
captured the ACC championship and
played Colorado In the 1957 Orange
Bowl. After graduation In 1957 with a
degree in textile manufacturing and
making the All-ACC Academic team
two years, Bussey worked briefly with
Callaway Mills before entering the Air
Force pilot training program. He served
as an instructor-pilot for more than
eight years, two of which were spent
at the Air Force Academy where he
also served as a coach in the prep
training school. Discharged with the
rank of captain In 1968, Bussey became
associated with Laurens Glass and In-
dian Head Company, and served as
plant manager In Rushton, La., three
years. Returning to the parent plant in
Laurens, S. C, he was promoted to vice
president of manufacturing in June of
1971.
IRV HOLDASH, North Carolina: Irv
Holdash, the old warhorse of Carolina
football in 1950, is such a fine physical
specimen 21 years later that it appears
he could suit up for Bill Dooley's Tar
Heel squad this fall. Holdash weighed
200 pounds when he made All-America
as a Carolina linebacker. Today, he's
a solid 205. Holdash resides in Worches-
ter, Mass., where he Is employed as a
packaging engineer and consultant with
the Norton Company. He formerly
worked with the United States Steel
Corporation. In June of 1966. he was
granted a United States patent for
"Mounting Means for Abrasive Prod-
NICK PATELLA IRV HOLDASH
ED VEREB JOE PALUMBO
a *i < mm
CHARLIE BUSSEY JAY WILKINSON
CHARLEY MUSSER
ucts." Holdash is a man of many hob-
bies. He lists them as wood-working,
automobile restoration, tinkering with
old clocks and inventing non-sensical
gadgets. He says he is proud he had
the opportunity to play college foot-
ball. "It gave me the opportunity to
experience the complete range of hu-
man emotions." he says.
JOE PALUMBO, Virginia: Joe Palumbo
captained the 1951 Virginia team and
today is considered the best defensive
guard ever to wear a Cavalier uniform.
During his three varsity years, Virginia
won 23 games and lost only five. He
was selected to the Associated Press and
NEA All-America first teams his senior
season. Today Joe Palumbo resides In
Charlottesville and is an extremely suc-
cessful insurance executive. He is presi-
dent of the Colter Corporation and the
Liberty Restaurant, Inc.. as well as an
officer of Superior Excavating Com-
pany. He is also a director of the Peo-
ples Bank of The Virgin Islands, on
the advisory board of the Virginia Na-
tional Bank of Harrisonburg, the board
of Remote Consoles, Inc., and finds
time to be active in a wealth of com-
munity projects and civic clubs.
JAY WILKINSON, Duke: All his life.
Jay Wilkinson, son of Oklahoma's all-
time great coach Bud Wilkinson, had
been destined for football stardom. But
in 1961 as a Duke sophomore he was
just your ordinary fourth-string quar-
terback — until he was inserted Into
the lineup against Virginia to return
a punt. He took it 63 yards for a touch-
down. Despite possessing only average
speed, Wilkinson parlayed his great
open-field sense and moves Into three
years of stardom and All-America hon-
ors his senior year. As an undergrad-
uate, Wilkinson was a Dean's List
student as a political science major.
Religion and politics have dominated
his life since. He became active in the
election campaign of fellow Duke grad-
uate (Law) Richard M. Nixon. After
his election, Nixon, recognizing Wilkin-
son's talents, appointed Jay a special
White House assistant. Anxious to test
his own luck in the political arena,
Wilkinson entered the race for Congress
In the Fourth District of Oklahoma,
but was unsuccessful tn his bid. He is
now a special assistant to the Governor
of Oklahoma.
CHARLEY MUSSER, N. C. State: Char-
ley Musser won a starting berth at
guard his first season and became a
solid fixture In the Wolfpack forward
wall for three years, capturing All-
Southern Conference honors his final
campaign. Shortly after graduation In
1950, he accepted a sales post with
Mexican Petroleum Corp., which later
merged with American Oil Company.
At present, he Is an executive with
American Oil In the Chicago home
office, serving as manager of the firm's
Asphalt Sales Department. But the
Frankford, W. Va., native has never
completely disassociated himself from
football. He began officiating on the
high school level and has moved
through the college ranks to the pros.
For the past six seasons, he has aver-
aged 17-20 professional games and has
worked both the Super Bowl and the
College All-Star Game.
THE GEORGIA SERIES . . .
Clemson entertains the undefeated Georgia Bull-
dogs this afternoon in the renewal of a series
dating back to 1897, the second year Clemson field-
ed a football team.
The Tigers did not play last Saturday after
opening their second season under Coach Hootie
Ingram the week before with a tough 13-10 loss
to Kentucky.
The same Saturday the Bulldogs opened up with
a 56 to 25 wallop of Oregon State and last week
end, added another triumph for Coach Vince
Dooley with a 17 to 7 triumph over a good Tulane
team.
Since 1962 Clemson and Georgia have faced
each other every year except 1966. The two teams
do not meet next year but are scheduled every
year after that through 1982.
The Bulldogs hold a 27-10-3 edge over the Tig-
ers, with Clemson's last win coming in Death Val-
ley in 1955 by a 26-7. The two teams tied, 7-7, in
1963, which incidentally, is the last deadlock in
Memorial Stadium, and one of the only two stand-
offs since the stadium was first used in 1942.
Clemson at one time held a 7-3 edge over the
Bulldogs. Then following a 0-0 stalemate in 1919,
Georgia was in front, 10-9-2. The Bulldogs then
reeled off 10 straight victories from 1920 through
1954 before Clemson came up with that 26-7 tri-
umph in 1955.
There was a 24-16 'Dog victory the next time
the two teams met, in 1962, and the 7-7 tie follow-
ed a year later. Since then Georgia has won six
in a row.
Georgia won 19-7 in 1964, 23-9 in 1965, 24-17 in
1967 with a fourth quarter score after Clemson
had pulled even at 17-all, 31-13 in 1968 and then
tallied back-to-back shutouts, 30-0 and 38-0, in 1969
and 1970.
During the series Clemson has scored 399 points
to 673 for Georgia. The Bulldogs have 16 shutouts
to their credit, Clemson eight.
Clemson's biggest win came in 1902 with a 36-0
triumph and the Tigers had a 35-0 win in 1905. The
most points ever scored by Clemson against Geor-
gia are 39 when a John Heisman-coached team
won 39-5 in 1900.
Georgia's biggest victory and also its largest
number of points came in 1920 when the Bulldogs
won, 55-0. Their next biggest win was last year's
33-0 triumph.
Cheerleaders Lead Students In Backing Tigers
Clemson's cheerleaders put in a full day's work when the Tiger football team is on the field. It is
their job to keep alive the 8,500-strong student body in backing the Tigers through triumph and loss.
Front row, left to right, Lee Proctor, cannon firer; Art Bruce, country gentleman; Gordon Metsky,
head cheerleader: and Randy Jackson, tiger. Second row, left to right, Mike Hunt, Craig Thomas,
Lee Scarborough, Mendel Bauknight and Carlos Quinteros. Back row, left to right, Debbie Coursey,
Debbie Beauregard, Libby Kossler, Cathey Hutson and Robin Hadden.
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Head Football Coach, University of Georgia
Location: Athens, Ga.
Conference: Southeastern
Athletic Director: Joel Eaves
Head Coach: Vince Dooley, Auburn '54
Assistants: Erskine Russell, Fred Pancoast, Frank In-
man, Jimmy Vickers, John Kasay, Barry Wilson,
Jim Pyburn.




Stadium and Capacity: Sanford—58,898
Team Colors: Red and Black
Nickname: Bulldogs
1970 Conference Record: 3-3-0
1970 Overall Record: 5-5-0
Offensive Lettermen Returning (20): E—Rex Putnal,
Lynn Hunnicutt, Billy Brice, Sammy Eskew; T
—
Tom Nash, Paul Fersen, Mayo Tucker, Mike Greene;
G—John Jennings, Royce Smith; C—Kendall Keith,
Bob Poss; QB—James Ray; TB—Gregg Byrd, Ricky
Lake; FB—Robert Honeycutt, Donnie Allen; FLK
Jimmy Shirer, Steve White; PK—Kim Braswell.
Defensive Lettermen Returning (15): E—Mixon Robin-
son; T—Chuck Heard, Ken Dumbleton, Larry Mc-
Knight; G—Paul McPipkin, Dennis Watson; RVR
Lenny Ellspermann; LB—Chip Wisdom, Steve Kitch-
ens, Tommy Couch, Lee Lenderman, Steve Sleek;
CB—Phil Sullivan, Gene Swinford, Buzy Rosenburg.
Captains: Game Captains
GEORGIA BULLDOGS
Tommy Couch Mayo Tucker Mixon Robinson Bob Poss James Ray John Jennings
The Academic Building on the University of Georgia campus
Paul Fersen Chip Wisdom Milton Bruce Tom Nash Kendall Keith Kim Braswell
1971 Atlantic Coast Conference Football Schedule
N - NIGHT GAME
DATES CLEMSON DUKE MARYLAND
NORTH








































































































































































OUR DEEP APPRECIATION . .
.
To the following automobile dealers in South Carolina and Georgia who have furnished







Travelers Rest, S. C.








JIM MOORE CADILLAC & OLDS
Columbia, S. C.
DANIEL FORD, INC.





WINNSBORO MOTOR SALES CO., INC.
Winnsboro, S. C.
Clemson Athletic Department
CLEMSON'S MOTHER -OF -THE -YEAR
Mrs. H. Fred Kelley
The Tiger Brotherhood, Clemson's honorary ser-
vice and leadership fraternity, has selected Mrs.
H. Fred Kelley to receive its annual "Mother-of-
the-Year" Award.
The recipient is chosen by both student and
faculty members of the local organization and is
given to the one who has contributed most to the
university through her own action or those by her
children.
Mrs. Kelley, who resides in Greenville, S. C, is
the proud mother of four sons, three of whom have
attended, or are presently attending Clemson Uni-
versity.
A native of Griffin, Ga., Mrs. Kelley assumed
responsibility of her family in 1963 when her hus-
band, H. Fred Kelley, died of a heart attack.
Mr. Kelley, also a native of Griffin, Ga., had just
returned from watching his oldest son, Freddy,
score three touchdowns and pass for another as
Greenville handed a visiting Lee Edwards High
team a 27-14 defeat.
Freddy, who is presently enrolled in dental
school in Charleston, played varsity football for
the Tigers from 1965 through 1967.
Don, the second oldest son, followed Freddy's
footsteps from being a standout at Greenville High
to Clemson, where he is currently the Tigers' start-
ing flanker.
Now a senior, Don made the All-ACC team a
year ago as a defensive back and was also named
All-ACC scholastic for the second straight year
and picked honorable mention Ail-American. Like
Freddy, a pre-dental major, Don has maintained
above a 3.00 scholastic average out of a possible
4.00 in the classroom.
Trailing Don to Clemson was Steve, who is a
sophomore and member of both the Tiger football
and baseball teams.
The youngest son, Keith, is in the fourth grade
at Augusta Circle Elementary School in Green-
ville. There is little doubt where the youngest
Kelley will attend college.
Mrs. Kelley, who now manages an auto trim-
mer's supply company in Greenville which was
started by her late husband, has been watching
Tiger games since the 1965 season.
Mrs. H. Fred Kelley has contributed greatly to
our university. And for her contributions, alumni,
faculty and staff members and friends of Clemson
are grateful.
1956 Team Observes 15th Anniversary
Clemson's 1956 team, which posted a 7-1-2 regular
season record, then lost to Colorado, 27-21, in the 1957
Orange Bowl, comes back to celebrate it's 15th anniver-
sary this week end.
Team members, coaches, managers and others who
were a part of Clemson's fifth post-season team, will be
recognized in pre-game ceremonies today, then gather
at the Clemson House at 6 o'clock today for an evening
which will long be remembered by those present.
Charlie Bussey, who was captain and quarterback of
the '56 team, along with two other team members, Jim
Coleman and Bill Hudson, are the coordinators of this
reunion.
The '56 aggregation started out with a 27-7 victory
over Presbyterian as Floyd Lawrence, Coleman, Bob
Spooner and Joel Wells, who was the team alternate
captain, scored touchdowns.
Next came a hot afternoon in Gainesville, Fla., where
the Tigers grabbed a 14-0 first quarter lead, only to see
the Gators come back in the third quarter to go ahead,
20-14. Clemson scored in the final period and kicked
what apparently was the winning point, but a penalty
was called and the second attempt missed.
A most-pulsating victory came against N. C. State in
a night game at Raleigh. After the 'Pack scored early in
the fourth quarter, the Tigers tallied, but missed the
extra point. On an onsides kick, Clemson recovered and
went on to score the winning touchdown, 13-7.
The Tigers shutout Wake Forest, 17-0, and then blank-
ed South Carolina 7-0, when Bussey's one-yard plunge
and extra point accounted for all of the scoring. The
Tigers didn't attempt a single pass in this game.
The second tie of the season, a 6-6 deadlock with
Maryland, and a 21-0 loss to Miami, slowed the Tiger
express, but close out wins came over Virginia, 7-0, and
Furman, 28-7.
After losing in the Orange Bowl in regular season to
Miami, the Tigers got a second chance against Colorado.
The Buffaloes rode a 20-point second quarter to a 20-0
halftime lead, and it is said Frank Howard, then head
coach, threatened to resign if Clemson played the sec-
ond half like the first.
The Tigers went out and scored 21 points to go ahead,
21-20, but Colorado came back, behind John "The
Beast" Bayuk to score in the closing minutes for a 27-21
triumph.
The '56 Tigers were not a passing team, with only 93
attempts during the season. But there were five backs
who gained over 200 yards or more during the year, with
the 805 by Wells leading the way, his longest dash being
58 yards in the Orange Bowl on what was called the
124-X play.
Wells also led the scoring with 48 points, Bob Spooner
earned 30, Bussey 27 and Charlie Horne 24. The Tigers
averaged 4 yards a carry on 548 attempts.
In defeating N. C. State, Wake Forest, South Carolina
and Virginia and deadlocking Maryland, the Tigers won
the Atlantic Coast Conference championship, their first.
But since then, five other titles have been captured by
Clemson.
1956 Player Roster: Ray Bowick, Billy Breedlove, Jack Bush, Wyatt
Cox, Bill Few, Whitey Jordan, Ray Masneri, Dalton Rivers, Kenneth
Rogers, Willie Smith, Bill Hudson, Charlie Lucas, Dick Marazza, Jim
McCanless, Donnie Meador, Ken Pace, Jim Padgett, Tommy Sease,
Jack Smith, Johnny Thomason, H. B. Bruorton, Earl Catoe, Bob Giles,
Robert Gobble, Earle Greene, John Grdijan, Leon Kaltenbach, C. V.
Parker, Jim Payne, Ormond Wild, Donnie Bunton, Dick DeSimone, Bill
Neely, Joe Pilot, Paul Snyder, John Steinbrecher, Bill Thomas, Jerry
Ard, Charlie Bussey, Charlie Hope, John Sova, Horace Turbeville,
Doug Daigneault, Rudy Hayes, Lem McLendon, Russell Spivey, Joel
Wells, Jim Coleman, Don Gilpin, Donald Mills, Charlie Horne, Tommy
McTeer, "Shot" Rogers, Butch Coker, Olin Hunter, Mike Dukes, Frank
Griffith, Jimmy Singleton, Hal Knott, Floyd Lawrence, Walt Uhlig, Bob
Spooner, Vernon Carlton. Team Managers: Charlie Bryan and Pete
Norris. Coaching Staff: Head Coach Frank Howard, Carl Wise, Banks
McFadden, Bob Smith, Bob Jones, Goat McMillan, Don Wade.
1971 — Clemson University Football Roster— 1971
NO. NAME POS. BIRTHDATE HGT. WGT. LTRS. CLASS HOMETOWN. HIGH SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL COACH
3 LQQ16 oSlylSi PK 4-7-51 6-0 165 1 Jr. Gr^gnwood S C, Greenwood Pinky Babb
7 H.-tiriH C}nrV DB 9-14-52 5-11 160 So. .Asheville N C A.. C. Reynolds Frank ^^aennle
g DB 12-24-51 5-10 176 So! Charleston S C , Bishop England Jack Cantey
10 Rick Gilstrap TB 9-29-50 6-3 215 2 Sr. Easley, S. C, Easley, Larry Bagwell
1 i OB 3-27-52 5-11 193 So. Haledon , N . J. , ft^anChester Reg. , Jefferson Holbert
1 OB 4-17-51 6-2 194 So. Crtn tr\n NT C Picrr/~fh Rcwrl A 11 canl^uii 1011 , in. , risyuii, Doyu /\nen
13 OB 9-29-52 6-2 182 So! ^4ooresville, N. C, ft^ooresville. Perry Pearson
14 Tommy Kendrick OB 9-11-50 6-1 183 2 Sr." Stone ^^ountain , Ga. , Clarkston, Jim Ackerman
15 DB 4-25-49 6-1 188 2 Sr! TvAn rrrr i \Tn] T\T f~* TS 1 n Olif'f Rrr^^lr c Vi i r-oivinyyit; vuiifcjy, in. l UbiuiU, L^ilii uiuUK-biiiic
16 OB 1-21-52 6-2 192 So". L^ilUIiLHltr, IN. l_s>, Ivl y fcrl t> 1 Li 1 1L , vJJ U a r UlLQU
17 DB 10-1 1-50 6-0 166 Jr. Atlanta , Ga
.
, ^^a lker, Howard Locke
18 A lev RnrtOTc FLK 2-3-52 6-0 165 So. Clinton, S. C, Clinton. Keith Richardson
19 DB 3-29-52 6-1 187 So! A \rf\r~\ i~tl CXn A irr^r"! rl/rl/ti C (~X Rnm e tnirrtVUllUUItr, LJJU., rt VUUUUlc, . \J, liLilllbtry
20 David Sasser OE 1-11-51 6-2 191 So. Savannah, Ga., Groves, Jack Miller
21 DB-FLK 8-17-50 6-1 179 2 Sr. Greenville, S. C, Greenville Sr., Slick ^^oore
22 ^Vade Hughes FB 2-4-51 5-11 195 Jr.' \i\ opn rrn i r~c\r\ 1 1 \Tn T oD-Hniri c ^A/vnn fifonnrvjvi c.jiLiiiit_£>viiic, v *~i., J-. tr t; lj u. vis, vv yiiii vji tryui y
23 Smiley Sanders TB 6-16-52 6-1 192 So. Ppntrril ^ C Ti W Drrn it^l Dirt ^in nl ptnn' iiii 1., . 1 1 . VV • l '.ill' . 1 . r. . . . . 1 1 • 1 1 : 1
24 0,T&<nci DpWilt FLK 7-19-51 6-2 180 So. Hnrtuvi 1p ^ C T-Tort^vi 11*=. Prrrrnll WrinVit
25 Ron nrJorQAn DB 8-25-51 6-0 170 1 Jr.
'
Edcjefield, S. C, Strom Thurmond, Hubert ^^orris
26 PHHio Sin 1c OE 3-15-50 6-5 190 Jr! Charleston, S. C, St. A.ndrev/^s, Jerry AAAeed
27 Jimmy Riddell DB 8-14-51 6-1 180 So. Tannpa Fla Hillsboroucjhy Billy Turner
28 Prtt ^nortlv DB 12-13-49 6-0 183 Jr.' Girani teville , S. C, Graniteville, Henry AA^alker
29 Hoino 1)/—r \7 i ^ FB 5-13-51 5-10 206 1 Jr! Gireenville, S. C, AAfade Hampton, Vernon Prather
30 John Rhodes LB 9-20-51 6-1/2 203 So. Franklin Lakes, N. J., Ramapo, Prentice Beers
31 FLK 10-31-51 5-9 176 1 Jr. frTrYin Q t-m-i ri ire ^~lcl^A^-l't^1n Pi^rt Vir\l i 1— Mrirnnn \hfr\r\\dr\VjUi iifJ o|Jiiiiyo, iviu. , utriviu iiiu l,uiiiuiiLi iviui^uii WL/iJifcrii
32 T aa T-T r~rA f\f If DB 3-6-49 5-9 160 1 Sr. r\[iuiiiLi, UQ. , vvaixei r. kjeoi ye, kj. xen
33 Steve Kelley FLK 11-1-52 5-11 163 So. G^reenville S C CSreenville Sr Slick ^^oore
34 Rrirrn Hnffmnn DB 9-14-52 6-0 184 So. FnirfnY Vrr W T W -inH enn "Ri^VirrrH PnnVil V U.f VV. X VV vJUUDUIlj Li iULjll
35 Tr>m Hrrll OE 1-9-51 6-2 177 So. frtntnn M C* Pi errrrn R/-^rr} A 1 1 en
36 T~li^>V R 1 1 lr /~»TArq lrv FB 8-22-50 6-21/2 210 2 Sr. Baltimore , M^d . , McDonogh , Richard "^Mbrking
37 Tom (""rillin<5 FB 12-24-49 5-11 185 Tr" Columbus, Ga. , Columbus, Alvin Davis
38 ^^arion Reeves DB 2-23-52 6-1 185 So. Irmri Q (~* T"rmi~i Prnoet IMiwon c;lllllVJ, O. \j . 1 illllLi, J_iJ.lltrt>l iNlvtrlio
39 Qnnnir Cnl 1n n crn TB 9-18-50 6-0 175 So. Summerville , S. C. , Summerville , John ^^cfCissick
40 Tommy Richardson DB 6-2-51 5-11 161 So. Monroe, Ga., Monroe Area, Ray Hicks
41 Henry ^Valters TB-FB 1 1-10-49 5-9 183 1 Jr. Anderson, S. C, T. L. Hanna, Joe Hazel
42 Jeff Siepe DB 12-4-51 6-1 176 1 Jr! Vv^ayne, N. J W^ayne V^alley ICen Sinofsky
43 John Bolubasz LB 7-19-52 6-2 200 So. Elizabeth, Pa., Elizabeth'For^vard, George Hayes
44 Tony Anderson DB 7-1-51 6- 1/2 175 1 Jr.' Travelers Rest, S. C, Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
45 Dennis Goss FLK 6-2-50 5-10 165 Jr.' Hapeville, G^a., Hapeville, Gjeorge Haney
46 Jimmy Heckle LB 10-16-49 6-0 202 So. Rock Hill, S. C, Rock Hill, Tommy Oates
47 Skip Stombaugh LB 2-15-52 5-10 200 So! 1 i"i 1 1 opto Pi~rrV" T-Tii^rVi Pn f n t Ti-ihti \/^i~iii^Vit*_/L*lltrytr i H 1 r. , IViLi., IliLjlX i^LJIill, JLJI1I1 VLilvJIll
48 OE 6-1-52 5-10 193 So! r'nliim nirr f~* FItci Vi of Frrrl RnnVinvUl KilllXJlKJ. , . >_ . , Lit IP. 1 , LUll I l '.J 1 1 r. 1 1
1
49 T nVprn Th rn i 1 lc i 1
1
LB 1-5-52 5-11 196 So! Gjreen^v'ood S C Grreen^vood Pinky Babb
50 Terry Calhoon OT-C 1-3-51 6-3 234 So. Hyattsville, Md., DeMatha Catholic, Morgan Wooten
51 furl RutlcirrTinro OG 9-7-52 6- 1/2 230 So. Perryopolis Pa Frazier James Ne^vmeyer
52 Laaie iriuman DT 10-27-52 5-11 195 So. Columbia, S. C, Airport, Bob Ivlooneyhan
c 10-24-50 6- 1/2 224 2 Sr.' Travelers Rest S C Travelers Rest Dean Bolin
54 T C Smith 2-3-52 5-9 180 So. Easley/ S. C, V^/ren, Joe t^ancino
c cDO Lynn Barter LB 1-23-51 6-0 190 Jr.' College Park Ga College Park Jack Cunningham
DO LB 1 1-6-49 5-10 186 2 Sr. Atlanta Ga Therrell Charlie Brannon
c 8-8-51 6-3 203 1 Jr.' Morristo"wn , Tenn . , ^4orristown*Hamblen East, Rex Dockery
Do DE 7-29-52 6-0 190 So. K^(~irr i q toiArri Tonn T\/T i~iTr i Qti~iiA7n. T—T rrm V~i 1 n Prrct Rqy Dnrlr orviviUlllolUW 11, Itrllll., IvlLJi 1 lo IU W 1 1 I 1L111IU1 tril LUbt, iltrA VJ LJL x\. t; i /
oy can vjiibiiup c 1-3-49 5-10 193 1 Sr. Easley , S. C. , Easley Larry Bag well
60 Ken Hicks LB 3-30-51 6-2 209 So. Oakland, N. J., Indian Hills, Henry Boggio
61 Art RricnrVlDf OG 3-30-52 6-31/2 210 So. Fairfield, N. J., ^Vest Essex, Stan Scher
DZ LB 8-2 '1" 6-3 235 2 Sr.' L11UI lUlttr, IN. , 1NLMIH 1V1 tr L I^ILtI 1 VJ HI y , JvlLlL.lL I 1U y llco
63 OG 9-13-51 6-0 216 So. Fort Mill, S. C, Indian Land, R. O. Potts
DT 4-14-50 6-1 215 2 Sr.' L^IiLilltrS IWll , O. L>. , O l. AUUl cWS, Jtrliy VvtrtrU
65 Wnltor Wp^t OG 11-7-50 6-2 215 So'. Easley, S. C , Easley, Larry Bagwell
00 OG 6-26-51 6-3 202 I Jr.' Tomnlo Totrnro P1i~t STinrr Flii^V fVRriDnItrilif-'it: 1 cl iULc, I 1U., IViliy, L-'ILIL L> JJlltTll
67 r ruriK. vv ii in DT 2-15-51 6-2 216 1 Jr! ^rnricirlrcirillo Pi~t PnrlrlrinH Ti~io f^DroncroTuL iill trLILo V llitr , r Li - , iLii ILlLillLl, JLJtr \J tr 1 trl 1 SL.tr 1
68 iappyy omiiits OT 6-9-50 5-1
1
212 1 Jr! Itrtrll W UUU , O. L>. , LJl trtril W LJLJL1 , ITilllLy DUUU
KQoy Gerald Smith OT 8-16-51 6-5 219 So. Dublin , Ga. , Dublin, Don Denning
70 John Price DT 10-24-51 6-3 234 1 Jr. Martin, S. C, Allendale-Fai.fax. Bobby McLellan
7
1
LB 9-16-52 5-1 215 So. V^i t ti~rn n i n r~r Pn IT i tt;~in n i n rr Dn \ra TTll/-\rnivi 1 tLii 1 1 nil y , r u. ( ri. 1 1 iLii 11 1 iiiy , i^Livf ui.Liiii
72 OT 8-28-51 6-2 212 1 Jr.' Wrrvno M T \hfir\rri \I n]] dv Ifon n i^f <3l;"\7vvuyiitr, in. j., vv uyiic vuiitry, iLtrii oniuiofi y
73 OT 5-24-49 6-3 232 2 Sr. Charleston S C Rivers Harry Blanchard
74 Force Chamberlain OT 3-19-51 6-0 233 1 Jr.' Pompton Plains ^ J Peguannock To^vnship Len Smith
75 Duuuy rviiiy OG 5-29-51 6-0 223 j 1 • Concord, Calif., ^^t. Diablo, Hart Fairclough
76 Stan Hopkins OT 11-26-49 6-2 220 Q So. Travelers Rest, S. C. ( Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
77 DT 9-26-49 6-1/-; 240 2 Sr. Lavonia, Cia., Tallulah Falls, Larry Cain
78 Q + /-ji re, T owtor OG 2-1-49 6-4 238 2 Sr (~* 1 rtT It <3 1 r\n (~Zr~t (~*\ rrrV efnn Tim fli'l'ormAri—. 1 1 _i 1 P. IUI - , LJJU . 1 \_<1L1I JLO lUil , J iill AL FitTl iilLlii
79 Al Murray OG 1-15-52 6-2 244 So. Tampa, Fla., King, Dick O'Brien
80 Jeff Stocks DE 12-6-51 6-2 196 So. New Bern, N. C., New Bern, Roger Thrift
81 Bob Shell DB 1-23-51 6-2 182 1 Jr. Atlanta, Ga., St. Pius X, George Maloof
82 Steve Long DE 5-4-51 6-2 210 So. Monroe, Ga., Monroe Area, Ray Hicks
83 Gordy Bengel OE 7-18-52 6-2 204 So. Towson, Md., Calvert Hall, Joseph Carlozo
84 Karl Andreas OE 8-7-52 6-2 204 So. Slatington, Pa., Slatington, Paul Turner
85 John McMakin OE 9-24-50 6-3 214 2 Sr. Tucker, Ga., Tucker, Jack Wilks
86 Pete Galuska OE 6-29-49 6-1 193 2 Sr. Rochester, Minn., Lourdes, Joe Mayor
87 Bobby Johnson FLK-DB 2-8-51 6-0 180 1 Jr. Columbia, S. C, Eau Claire, Jim Satterfield
88 Luke Deanhardt LB 7-14-52 6-21/2 215 So. Johnson City, Tenn., Science Hill, Bob Evans
90 Malcolm Faulkenberry DT 9-30-51 6-0 195 So. Kershaw, S. C, Kershaw, Bill Few
9 Jack Palmer DT 4-2-52 D-U zuz nu DO. Albany, Ga., Thomasville, Lee Forehand
yz John Ross DE 9-4-52 D-Z 190 U oO. Anderson, T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser
93 Doyle Varnadore DT 11-27-50 6-3 231 So Great Falls, S. C, Great Falls, Harvey Stewart
94 Charlie Mayer DE 1-17-50 6-0 216 2 Sr. Little Mountain, S. C., Mid-Carolina, Lon Armstrong
95 Wayne Baker DE 9-30-50 6-3 200 2 Sr. Oakland, N. J., Indian Hills, Henry Boggio
96 Jerry Davis FLK 3-30-52 6-1 175 So. Walterboro, S. C, Walterboro, Dick Covington
97 Guy Gehret DE 2-17-52 6-2 199 So. Altoona, Pa., Altoona, Earl Strohm
98 Johnny Wood LB 3-4-49 6-2 198 Jr. Great Falls, S. C, Great Falls, Harvey Stewart
99 Stan Childers C 3-19-50 5-9 188 So. Great Falls, S. C, Great Falls, Harvey Stewart
Gary Brown OT 6-7-52 6-3 220 So. Fairfield, Conn., Wayne Valley, Ken Sinofsky
Sonny Morris OG 6-26-50 5-10 200 Jr. Johnston, S. C, Strom Thurmond, Hubert Morris




83 GORDY BENGEL . . . SE
73 JIM DORN LT
75 BUDDY KING . . . . LG
53 DAVE FARNHAM . . C
78 STEVE LEWTER . . . RG
74 FORCE CHAMBERLAIN RT
85 JOHN McMAKIN . . . TE
14 TOMMY KENDRICK . . QB
21 DON KELLEY . . . FLK
10 RICKY GILSTRAP . . TB
36 DICK BUKOWSKY . . FB
CLEMSON
DEFENSE
95 WAYNE BAKER . . . LE
43 JOHN BOLUBASZ . . LLB
77 RALPH DANIEL . . . LT
62 LARRY HEFNER . . MLB
67 FRANK WIRTH . . . RT
30 JOHN RHODES . . . RLB
94 CHARLIE MAYER . . RE
42 JEFF SIEPE LC
87 BOBBY JOHNSON . . RC
15 DALE HENRY . . . TIGER
25 BEN ANDERSON . SAFETY
THE TIGER SQUAD
3 Seigler, PK 54 J. Smith, C
7 Clark, DB 55 Barter, LB
9 Nelson, DB 56 Wilson, LB
10 R. Gilstrap, TB 57 Harrell, C
11 Pengitore, QB 58 Buckner, DE
12. Mathews, QB
Holland, OB
59 E. Gilstrap, C
13 60 Hicks, LB
14 Kendrick, QB 61 Brisacher, OG
15 Henry, DB 62 Hefner, LB
16 Fellers, QB 63 Sutton, OG
17 Hazelrigs, DB 64 Ethredge, DT
18 Rogers, FLK 65 West, OG
19 R. Brown, DB 66 Lundeen, OG
20 Sasser, OE 67 Wirth, DT
:.i D. Kelley, DB-FLK 68 Sguires, OT
22 Hughes, FB 69 G. Smith, OT
23 Sanders, TB 70 Price, DT
.'4 DeWitt, FLK 71 Decock, LB
25 B. Anderson, DB 72 Gennerich, OT
26 Sink, OE 73 Dorn, OT
27 Riddell, DB 74 Chamberlain, OT
28 Shealy, DB 75 King, OG
29 H. Davis, FB 76 Hopkins, OT
30 Rhodes, LB 77 Dainel, DT
31 Bosler, FLK 78 Lewter, OG
32 Haddock, DB 79 Murray, OG
33 S. Kelley, FLK 80 Stocks, DE
34 Hoffman, DB 81 Shell, DB
35 Hall, OE 82 Long, DE
36 Bukowsky, FB 83 Bengel, OE
37 Collins, FB 84 Andreas, OE
38 Reeves, DB 85 McMakin, OE
39 Callahan, TB 86 Galuska, OE
40 Richardson, DB 87 Johnson, FLK-DB
41 Walters, TB-FB 88 Deanhardt, LB
42 Siepe, DB 90 Faulkenberry, DT
43 Bolubasz, LB 91 Palmer, DT
44 T. Anderson, DB 92 Ross, DE
45 Goss, FLK 93 Varnadore, DT
46 Heckle, LB 94 Mayer, DE
Baker, DE47 Stombaugh, LB 95
48 Young, OE 96 I. Davis, FLK
49 Thrailkill, LB 97 Gehret, DE
50 Calhoon, OT-C 98 Wood, LB
51 Buttermore, OG 99 Childers, C
52 Pittman, DT G. Brown, OT
53 Farnham, C Morris, OG
Peeples, OT
DEFENSE
83 MIXON ROBINSON . . SE
78 MILTON BRUCE . . . ST
93 PAUL McPIPKIN . . . LG
49 CHIP WISDOM . . . SLB
55 STEVE KITCHENS . WLB
73 DENNIS WATSON . . RG
91 CHUCK HEARD . . . WT
13 PHIL SULLIVAN . ROVER
23 GENE SWINFORD . . LC
34 BUZY ROSENBERG . . . RC
12 DON GOLDEN . . SAFETY
GEORGIA
OFFENSE
84 LYNN HUNNICUTT . . SE
71 JIM CURINGTON . . . LT
68 JOHN JENNINGS . . . LG
58 KENDALL KEITH . . . C
66 ROYCE SMITH . . . . RG
79 TOM NASH .... . RT
86 MIKE GREENE . . . . RE
14 ANDY JOHNSON . . . QB
39 RICK 7* LAKE . . . . TB
24 JIMMY SHIRER . . . FLK
44 ROBERT HONEYCUTT . FB
THE BULLDOG SQUAD
1 Braswell, PK 51 Chamberlain, C
7 Burns, P 52 Poss, C
Hi Watson, QB 53 Couch, SLB
11 Ray, QB 54 Hammond, C




14 Johnson, QB 58 Keith, C
15 Sullivan, RVR 60 McWhorter, LGO
16 Griffith, RCB 63 Tucker, LGO
19 Ellspermann, RVR 64 Jones, LGD
20 Poulos, TB 66 Jim McPipkin, RGO
22 Conn, RVR 66 Smith, RGO
23 Swinford, CB 68 Jennings, LGO
28 Shirer, FLK-P 69 Dantzler, RGO
25 Cobb, CB 70 Joe McPipkin, RTO




28 73 Watson, RGD
29 Clark, SE 75 Fersen, LTO
30 Allen, FB 76 Hester, WTD
31 Wallace, LB 78 Bruce, STD
32 White, FLK 79 Nash, RTO
33 Burns, FLK 80 Smiley, TE
34 Rosenberg, RCB 82 Putnal, SE
36 Bissell, TB 83 Robinson, SED
87 Forehand, S 84 Hunnicutt, SE
39 Lake, TB 85 Brice, TE
-12: Whitt, FB 86 Greene, TE
4 I Sleek, WLB 87 Eskew, TE
44 Honeycutt, FB 88 McKnight, WTD
r Cawthon, FB 91 Heard, WTD
46 Hines, SED 93 P. McPipkin, LGD
47 Lenderman, SLB 94 Burnett, RCD
18 Holt, WLB 95 Carter, SED
49 Wisdom, SLB 98 Smoak, SED
50 Reider, RGD 99 Hertwig, LGD
Officials:
Referee: Wilburn Clary (ACC)
Umpire: George Hecht (SEC)
Linesman: Tom Harris (ACC)
Field Judge: Paul Sprayberry (SEC)
Back Judge: Weldon Waites (ACC)
Clock Operator: Bill Simpson (ACC)

University of Georgia Football Squad Roster
NO. NAME POS. HGT. WGT. AGE CLASS HOMETOWN
1 Kim Braswell PK 5-7 170 20 Jr. Avondale, Ga.
7 Sam Burns P 5-11 190 20 Jr. Columbus, Ga.
10 Steve Watson QB 6-0 180 21 Jr. Bristow, Okla.
11 James Ray QB 6-3 185 20 Jr. Columbia, S. C.
12 Don Golden S 6-4 197 20 So. Valdosta, Ga.
13 Jerome Jackson S 6-1 182 20 So. Alex City, Ala.
14 Andy Johnson QB 6-0 190 19 So. Athens, Ga.
15 Phil Sullivan RVR 6-3 190 21 Sr. Mobile, Ala.
16 Billy Griffith RCB 6-1 190 20 So. Greenville, S. C.
19 Lennv Ellspermann RVR 6-2 190 21 Jr. Ocala, Fla.
on TP 'i-l 1Oil 1 7ft1 i o 1 Q OU.
22 Dick Conn RVR 6-0 180 20 So. Atlanta, Ga.
23 Gene Swinford CB 5-11 177 21 Jr. Munford, Ala.
24 Jimmy Shiver FLK-P 6-0 180 22 Sr. Elloree, S. C.
25 Johnny Cobb CB 5-10 170 21 Jr. Statesboro, Ga.
26 Gregg Byrd TB 5-10 178 21 Jr. Florence, S. C.
27 Jim Harper CB 5-9 167 19 So. Milledgeville, Ga.
28 Ed Milam CB 6-2 185 19 So. Pendleton, S. C.
29 Ralph Clark SE 6-1 185 19 So. Macon, Ga.
30 Donnie Allen FB 6-0 202 20 Jr. Spartanburg, S. C.
31 Chip Wallace LB 6-1 210 20 So. Savannah, Ga.
32 Steve White FLK 6-0 185 21 Jr. West Point, Ga.
33 Bob Burns FLK 6-3 195 19 So. Tampa, Fla.
34 Buzy Rosenberg RCB 5-9 177 20 Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
36 Hal Bissell TB 5-11 175 21 So. Birmingham, Ala.
37 Bill Forehand _ S 5-10 177 21 So. Cordele, Ga.
39 Ricky Lake TB 6-1 195 21 Jr. Dalton, Ga.
42 Dennis Whitt FB 6-3 204 19 So. Atlanta, Ga.
43 Steve Sleek WLB 6-1 210 21 Jr. Austell, Ga.
44 Robert Honeycutt FB 6-1 210 20 Jr. Greenville, S. C.
45 Mike Cawthon FB 5-11 186 21 So. Avondale, Ga.
46 Rusty Hines SED 6-3 208 20 So. Jacksonville, Fla.
47 Lee Lenderman SLB 5-11 197 20 Jr. Summerville, Ga.
48 Tom Holt WLB 6-1 205 19 So. Valdosta, Ga.
49 Chip Wisdom SLB 6-1 210 21 Sr. Atlanta, Ga.
50 Ric Reider RGD 6-4 240 19 So. Atlanta, Ga.
51 Steve Chamberlain C 6-1 220 22 Sr. Lake City, Fla.
52 Bob Poss C 5-10 195 23 Sr. Athens, Ga.
53 Tommy Couch SLB 6-1 212 22 Sr. Decatur, Ga.
54 Chris Hammond C 6-1 220 20 So. Rome, Ga.
55 Steve Kitchens WLB 5-11 208 22 Sr. Chamblee, Ga.
57 Raymond Jones STD 6-1 215 21 So. Atlanta, Ga.
58 Kendall Keith C 6-2 230 21 Sr. Jesup, Ga.
60 Mac McWhorter LGO 6-0 215 21 So. Atlanta, Ga.
63 Mayo Tucker LGO 6-1 230 22 Sr. Tifton, Ga.
64 Dan Jones LGD 6-1 225 21 So. Thomaston, Ga.
65 Jim McPipkin RGO 6-1 220 19 So. Jesup, Ga.
66 Royce Smith RGO 6-3 240 22 Sr. Savannah, Ga.
68 John Jennings LGO 6-1 220 22 Sr. Columbia, S. C.
69 Dannv Dantzler RGO 6-0 212 20 So. Dalton, Ga.
70 Joe McPipkin RTO 6-2 225 19 So. Jesup, Ga.
71 Jim Curington LTO 6-4 225 20 So. Adel, Ga.
72 Jim Cagle STD 6-5 235 19 So. Marietta, Ga.
73 Dennis Watson RGD 6-2 225 23 Sr. Avondale, Ga.
75 Paul Fersen LTO 6-5 240 21 Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
76 Dennis Hester WTD 6-3 220 19 So. Cairo, Ga.
78 Milton Bruce STD 6-4 225 21 So. Avondale, Ga.
79 Tom Nash RTO 6-5 235 21 Sr. Washington, Ga.
80 Ronnie Smiley TE 6-2 210 20 So. Savannah, Ga.
82 Rex Putnal SE 6-3 176 23 Jr. Macon, Ga.
83 Mixson Robinson SED 6-2 202 21 Sr. Macon, Ga.
84 Lynn Hunnicutt SE 6-2 186 20 Jr. Rome, Ga.
85 Billy Brice _ TE 6-4 217 22 Sr. Avondale, Ga.
86 Mike Greene TE 6-4 225 22 Sr. Jacksonville, Fla.
87 Sammy Eskew TE 6-3 220 21 Jr. Greenville, S. C.
OO j_idi i y ivicxvnigni W 1 D 99fl 9
1
J. 1 . IV1 Ulll UL, V d
.
91 Chuck Heard WTD 6-5 220 21 Sr. Macon, Ga.
93 Paul McPipkin LGD 6-2 230 22 Sr. Jesup, Ga.
94 Doug Burnett RGD 6-5 227 21 So. Forest Park, Ga.
95 Rustv Carter SED 6-2 200 19 So. Athens, Ga.
98 Tommy Smoak SED 6-3 200 21 So. Savannah, Ga.
99 Craig Hertwig _ LGD 6-8 240 19 So. Macon, Ga.
Band Commander _ Tony Hilton
Vice-Commander _ Howdy Gilchrist
Drum Major __ Bill Thompson
Color Guard Captain Richard Turner-
Supply Officer Bill Parker












1:15 p.m. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TIGER BAND
Game
Tiger Rouser: SOCK IT TO 'EM (Fillmore)
TIGER RAG (arr. Yoder)
Presentation of Colors: PATRIOTIC FINALE (Arr. Foster)
Prayer: David Angel, representing the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
FANFARE AND NATIONAL ANTHEM (arr. Hawkins)
Retirement of Colors: U. S. FIELD ARTILLERY MARCH (Sousa)
Tiger Rouser Reprise
1:30 p.m. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Game Announcer: Al Joseph
For The Clemson Band: Nick Peck
Hcdftime
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA DIXIE REDCOAT BAND
Roger L. Dancz, Director
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TIGER BAND
Entrance: CROWN IMPERIAL (Walton)
Kaleidoscope Drill: MAKE ME SMILE (arr. Tatgenhorst)
Tigerette Feature: YOU MADE ME SO VERY HAPPY
(arr. Vinson
Segue: PATTON THEME (arr. Tatgenhorst)
Formation Features: — ? —
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER
(McGarity-Butler)
Exit: TIGER RAG (arr. Edmunds)
GEORGIA BULLDOGS
Steve White
Jerome Jackson Beautiful Lumpkin Gardens at the University of Georgia Jim Cagle
Steve Sleek
GEORGIA BULLDOGS
Ed Milam Royce Smith Rex Putnal Sammy Eskew Jimmy Shirer
The Graduate Studies Research Center at the University of Georgia
Mike Greene Steve Kitchens Lenny Ellspermann Buzy Rosenberg Gene Swinford Jimmy Poulos
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Bv John C. Mann
Alumni Editor
Tlie educational process has
been given a new twist at
Clemson University.
For the first time on a sig-
nificant scale, undergraduate
students are doing a little teach-
ing on their own, by acting as
tutors — although professors
still conduct all formal aca-
demic classes.
Now in its third year, the
tutoring program is the brain-
child of Sigma Tau Epsilon, a
|l scholastic honor society for up-
perclassmen majoring in physi-
cal and mathematical sciences
or in liberal arts — all ofwhom
have a grade-point ratio (GPR)
of 3.0 or better (at least a "B"
average). Members give instructions as needed in such subjects as chemis-
try, mathematics, English, history, physics and zoology.
Three summers ago, when the fraternity was looking for a worthwhile
project in which to serve other students, Dr. Louis Henry, associate pro-
fessor of English and fraternity adviser, came up with an idea. He suggested
that members undertake the tutoring of freshmen who needed help in the
fraternity's areas of specialization.
The word was passed that tutoring sessions would be held on Monday
nights, starting at the beginning of the '69-'70 school year. Students needing
help were assigned to separate rooms in Daniel Hall to work with their
tutors — usually on a one-to-one basis, and for a period of two hours (unless
the student desired a longer session). Students brought their own texts;
extra books or teaching tools needed bv tutors were furnished by the
University Bookstore.
In addition to classroom sessions tutors now work in dormitories when
needed, making special arrangements for students who are desperate — as
in the case of one coed who received tutoring almost every day during the
past spring semester to help get her through mathematics. Students re-
questing help in subjects other than those covered by the fraternity can
get it, instructors are obtained swiftly by phone calls — a procedure pre-
arranged by the fraternity — and nobody is turned away.
Sometimes a teacher will refer a student for tutoring but, says Dr. Henry,
"Most of the time, tutors don't know who's coming beforehand." Response
to the program has been enthusiastic; Dr. Henry observes that one advan-
tage in using upperclassmen as tutors is that "undergraduates seem to feel
less uncomfortable about seeking help from fellow students than from
professors or even graduate students."
During its first year — with instruction limited to freshmen — the biggest
"class" convened just after mid-semester break in the fall, when 122 worried
"pupils" showed up for help. In its second year ("70-71), classes were no
longer limited to freshmen and the average session included 12 tutors for
15 students — a pretty good example of individual classroom instruction.
The program is continuing again without being limited to freshmen.
At the inception of the program, a letter from the Registrar to parents
which accompanied the students' midterm grades informed parents ol the
weekly tutoring sessions. One student who reported for help shortly there-
after said that his parents had just phoned from New Jersey to remind him.
that tutoring began at 7 p.m.
Results have shown that the system really works. One freshman never
missed a session last semester and got an "A in his tutored subject (math);
he received a 3.6 GPR and continues to use the service diligently. Another,
being coached in physics (which he was failing), got a "B" on the next
exam; his professor, impressed with his progress which he attributed to
tutoring, dropped his previous failing grade. One desperate student who
had never passed a theme in English reported for one session and got a
"B" on his next theme.
Another, who had made two "split grades on English theme (one of the
two grades on each being failing) asked the professor what he could do to
save himself. "You can pray," he was told, "or seek help from the tutors."
Threatened with prospects of a third split and a failure or an "incomplete,"
he followed the latter course — and the instructor was very pleased with the
results. The relieved and happy student made a special visit to the next
session to personally thank his tutor.
In the past school year, students have been more steady in reporting for
tutoring. Although the audience nev er reached the '69 record of the frantic
122, the '70-71 classes have been more consistently stable in size — with
sessions occasionally going as high as 30 students, and the average attend-
ance being 15 at the Monday night sessions. Dr. Henry looks for more of the
same in the current academic year.
Altogether, 30 tutors are available in the Sigma Tan Epsilon ranks. Math
tutors are most in demand, with 12 of these available; chemistry is second in
popularity, with eight tutors on hand; English has six tutors. In subjects
such as psychology, sociology and foreign languages, tutors do not report
unless called, although they arc always available on a stand-by basis. Other
subjects such as physics, botany and /.oology also have tutors on call, al-
though fewer are needed.
Dr. Henry praises the hard work of fraternity officers, who enthusias-
tically support the program and shoulder a large portion of the tutoring
workload. I [e says, "There is no formula for being a good tutor; it s the most
difficult kind of teaching there is." But the system has proved its importance
in offering educational benefits to a wide range of students, to which a
goodly number of them can testify — and who are mightv happy that the
tutor is around to help them when they really need it.
Student Trainers Provide Big Lift During Season
The Clemson student trainers are a most important group of individuals who assist head trainer Fred
Hoover and his staff throughout the football season. Working with the Fighting Tigers during the 1971
season are. kneeling, left to right, Mitch Merritt, Ronnie Starnes and Steve Moss. Standing, left to
right, Mike Padgett, Freddie Gore, Charlie Oliver and Spider Webb.
Managers Play Major Role In Football
The student managers play a major role in the football program at Clemson University. These indi-
viduals have a tremendous amount of responsibility before, during and after a game, in addition to
their duties during practice sessions. Working for the Tigers, are, kneeling, left to right. Jack Lock-
lair, Hamp McManus and Jimmy DeWitt. Standing, left to right, are Clay Mill, Len Gough, Hal Stone,
John Lord and Tim Houston.
^odmoftJt T&fta Compcwj, Stic.
WHOLESALE PAPER MERCHANTS
P. O. BOX 5413 — BILTMORE STATION
37 GARFIELD ST. DIAL (704) 253-8721
ASHEVILLE N. C 28803
71—DT—Bruce Arnold (Bruce) Decock—Sopho-
more—5-11—215—9-16-52—Kittanning, Pa. . . .
outstanding defensive lineman on freshman
squad last season . . . possible starter . . .
has potential to be tremendous college per-
former . . . quickness is his big asset . . .
earned three letters in football and one each
in baseball and track at Kittanning Sr. High
School . . . all-conference and all-state selec-
tion . . . father is a school supervisor . . .
pre-dental major.
73—OT—James Walton (Jim) Dorn—Senior—6-3
232—5-24-49—Charleston, S. C. . . . returning
starter from 1970 squad . . . will be pushed
by Gennerich for starting role this fall ... a
good blocker . . . received two letters in foot-
ball and one in baseball at Rivers High
School . . . was on all-state and all-confer-
ence teams in high school . . . received award
for best lineman at Rivers . . . father is in
finance business . . . majoring in history.
64—DT—Don Lawrence (Don) Ethredge—Senior
6-1—215—4-14-50—Charleston, S. C. . . . letter-
ed as defensive end in 1969 and as line-
backer a year ago . . . will add depth to
this position in the fall . . . earned three
letters each in football, basketball and track
and one in wrestling at St. Andrews High
School . . . was captain and most valuable
on football squad . . . made all-conference
and all-state teams . . . father is a machin-
ist .. . majoring in industrial management.
53—C—David Roy (Dave) Farnham—Senior
—
6-V2—224— 10-24-50—Travelers Rest, S. C. . . .
was starting center in 1970 . . . slated to
draw starting nod again this fall . . . good
blocker . . . was all-around athlete at Travel-
ers Rest High School . . . earned three letters
in football and two each in basketball and
track . . . named most valuable lineman . . .
twice was selected on all-conference and all-
state teams . . . father is owner of hardware
store . . . majoring in history.
V
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16—OB—Mark Gregory (Mark) Fellers—Sopho-
more—6-2—192—1-21-52—Charlotte, N. C. . . .
was number one quarterback on freshman
team last season . . . led Cubs in total offense
and in passing . . . throws ball exceptionally
well ... a strong running signal-caller . . .
completed over 60 percent of his passes as a
freshman . . . outstanding athlete at Myers
Park High School . . . earned letters in foot-
ball, basketball and baseball . . . father is a
salesman . . . financial management major.
43—FB—Randolph Ridge (Randy) Flanders-
Sophomore—6-0—185 — 7-15-52 — Winnsboro,
S. C. . . . carried the ball 17 times as a
freshman last season for the Cubs ... a
strong running back . . . should add depth
to position this fall . . . attended Winnsboro
High School where he earned three letters
each in football, basketball and track . . .
scored 30 touchdowns as a senior tailback
. . . state AA Back-of-the-Year . . . father is
in textiles . . . financial management major.




Valley was a great
Cherokee trading
center. And you
should see it now.
Now, it's the site of
our Keowee-Toxaway
Visitors Center.
Where you can see first hand huge nuclear reactors taking
shape outside. Where you can learn the secrets of the
atom. Where you can visit the past, the present, the
future of power and get the answers to all those questions
you've always wanted to ask. It's an exciting, award-
winning exhibition with spectacular demonstrations you
can operate yourself. And dramatic display chambers filled
with sight and sound. All at no charge. It's located near the
intersection of SC 183 and SC 130, north of Clemson, S. C.
A short hop from 1-85, US-123, US-25, or US-64. And you're
welcome anytime from 10 to 5 weekdays, 1 to 6 on Sundays,
holidays included. For an illustrated booklet, contact any
Duke Power office or write the Visitors Center,
P. O. Box 308, Clemson, S. C. 29631.
Come. Bring a picnic lunch and a boat, if you like. And
see this fantastic place.
86—OE—Peter John (Pete) Galuska—Senior
—
6-1—193—6-29-49—Rochester, Minn. . . . will
be in running for starting role this fall . . .
listed as number one following spring drills
. . . was on receiving end of seven passes
in 1970 . . . has good hands . . . received
three letters each in football and basketball
and two in track at Lourdes High School . . .
was all-conference and all-state selection in
football . . . also named to all-state basket-
ball team at Lourdes . . . father is a truck
driver . . . recreation and park administration
major.
97—DE—William Guy (Guy) Gehret—Sopho-
more—6-2—199—2-17-52—Altoona, Pa. . . . had
an outstanding season as a starting defensive
end on the freshman squad ... a real tough
and aggressive player . . . should see con-
siderable amount of action this fall and will
add depth to this position . . . attended Al-
toona Area High School where he lettered in
football . . . named to the All-West Confer-
ence team . . . father is a draftsman . . . ma-
joring in financial management.
72—OT—Gary Boyd (Gary) Gennerich—Junior
6-2—212—8-28-51—Wayne, N. J. . . . will be
prime candidate for starting role this fall . . .
strong and quick lineman . . . saw some start-
ing action a year ago . . . lettered in football
and basketball at Wayne Valley High School
. . . was all-league and all-county in high
school . . . also named honorable mention
all-state . . . New York Daily Times All-Star
Team selection . . . father is an executive . . .
majoring in pre-dentistry.
59—LB—Lewis Earl (Earl) Gilstrap, Jr.—Senior
—5-10—193— 1-3-49—Easley, S. C. . . . saw
limited action last fall . . . has a tremendous
amount of desire and has looked impressive
to coaching staff ... a tough and hard-nosed
linebacker . . . brother, Rick, is Clemson's
starting tailback . . . came to Clemson as a
transfer from Newberry College . . . could
possibly see a considerable amount of action
this fall . . . father is in laundry and dry
cleaning business . . . majoring in political
science.
10—TB—Richard Hunter (Rick) Gilstrap—Sen-
ior—6-3—215—9-29-50—Easley, S. C. . . . saw
action as quarterback and tailback in 1970 . . .
moved to tailback in spring and nailed down
starting nod ... a very strong and hard
runner . . . had tremendous spring and should
have outstanding year as running back ... a
good pass receiver . . . All-American quarter-
back at Easley High School . . . co-captain of
Shrine Bowl squad . . . possible aft-conference
selection this fall . . . father in laundry and
dry cleaning business . . . pre-med major.
45—TB—Dennis Lamar (Dennis) Goss—Junior
—
5-10—165—6-2-50—Hapeville, Ga. . . . transfer
from Gordon Junior College . . . has excellent
speed . . . should see a considerable amount
of action as a running back this fall . . . also
a good pass receiver . . . earned three letters
each in football and track, two in basketball
and one in baseball at Hapeville High School
. . . named to Greater Atlanta All-Star and
all-state teams in high school . . . father is
owner of service station . . . education major.
32—DB—Arthur Lee (Lee) Haddock—Senior
—
5-9—160—3-6-47—Atlanta, Ga. ... a returning
letterman who was used mainly on the kick-
off squad last fall ... a very determined
player ... a hard-nosed football player that
is a good tackier . . . team holler-guy . . .
made several key tackles as kickoff team
member lasi season . . . attended Walter F.
George High School where he lettered in foot-
ball and baseball . . . was a high school
running back . . . father is superintendent . . .
recreation and park administration major.
57—C—Richard Lee (Ricky) Harrell—Junior—
6-3—203—8-8-51—Morristown, Tenn. . . . play-
ed behind Farnham last season . . . listed as
number two again this fall ... a good block-
er .. . earned three letters in football and
two in wrestling at Morristown-Hamblen East
High School . . . was all-conference selection
in high school . . . played in Tennessee All-
Star game . . . played with Mike Buckner
(Tiger LB) in high school . . . father is a mill-
wright . . . majoring in electrical engineering.
46—LB—James Abner (Jimmy) Heckle—Sopho-
more—6-0—202— 10-16,49—Rock Hill, S. C. . . .
was injured prior to opening game last sea-
son and red-shirted . . . has potential to be
fine linebacker . . . will be in running for
starting role ... a converted defensive back
. . . was leading rusher at Rock Hill High
School . . . earned two letters each in foot-
ball and track in high school . . . played in
Norlh-South All-Star game . . .father is insur-
ance adjuster . . . elementary education major.
62—LB—Larry Douglas (Larry) Hefner—Senior
—6-3—235—8-2-49—Charlotte, N. C. . . . re-
turning starter as middle linebacker this fall
. . . has good strength . . . anticipates well
. . . expected to have outstanding season as
a senior this fall . . . prime candidate for
All-Conference and All-American honors . . .
real aggressive ball player . . . good pro
prospect . . . lettered in football and wrest-
ling at North Mecklenburg High School . . .
made all-state team . . . father is Ford sales-
man . . . recreation and park administration
major.
15—DB—Dale Ronald (Dale) Henry—Senior—
6-1— 188—4-25-49—Maggie Valley, N. C. . . .
expected to start in the secondary this fall . . .
was number one as sophomore but rotated as
starter in 1970 . . . intercepted one pass a
year ago . . . could handle Tiger punting
chores . . . lettered in football, baseball,
basketball and track at Tuscola High School
. . . all-state and all-conference quarterback
in high school . . . father is a housing con-
tractor . . . majoring in history.
60—DE—Kenneth Mark (Ken) Hicks—Sopho-
more—6-2—209—3-30-51—Oakland, N. J. ...
was a red-shirt last year . . . has good poten-
tial and will be a candidate for starting role
this fall . . . strong and aggressive lineman
. . . won three letters each in football and
baseball at Indian Hills High School . . . has
played defensive tackle and guard . . . twice
named all-league in high school . . . also all-
county and all-suburban . . . father is a furni-
ture refinisher . . . majoring in recreation
and park administration.
34—DB—Brian Edwin (Brian) Hoffman—Sopho-
more—6-0—184—9-14-52—Fairfax, Va. . . . had
good season as defensive back for Cubs a
year ago . . . intercepted one opponent pass
... a very consistent player and extremely
hard worker . . . should see a considerable
amount of action for the varsity this fall . . .
attended W. T. Woodson High School and
earned two letters each in football, baseball
and basketball . . . was named to the All-
District football squad . . . father is executive
with telephone company . . . chemical engi-
neering major.
76—DT—Stanley Phillip (Stan) Hopkins—Soph-
omore—6-2 — 220 — 1 1-26-49 — Travelers Rest,
S. C. . . . a red shirt from last seasons' scout
team . . . will add depth to this position and
could see a considerable amount of action in
the fall . . . played end at Travelers Rest
High School . . . earned four letters in base-
ball, three each in football and basketball
and one in track . . . all-conference and all-
state selection . . . played in Shrine Bowl . . .
father is retired . . . majoring in political
science.
22—TB—Roland Wade (Wade) Hughes—Junior
—5-11—195—2-4-51— 2-4-51 — Mechanicsville,
Va. . . . highly sought after junior college
running back from Ferrum JC . . . did not
participate in spring practice . . . expected to
be in running for starting role . . . averaged
6.2 yards per carry and over 100 yards per
game at Ferrum . . . also saw action as a
linebacker . . . outstanding athlete at Lee-
Davis High School where he was awarded
the "Back-of-the-Year" Award by the Rich-
mond Times . . . father is union financial
secretary . . . majoring in education.
87—DB—Robert Alan (Bobby) Johnson—Junior
—6-0—180—2-8-51—Columbia, S. C. . . . was
number one flanker a year ago . . . switched
to defense this spring . . . extremely fine
athlete who assumed new role and did out-
standing job . . . expected to have good year
in 1971 . . . was number three receiver on
team last season . . . good tackier with above
average speed . . . could also be used as
receiver this year . . . attended Eau Claire
High School . . . father is a service manager
. . . industrial management major.
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21—FLK—Jeffrey Don (Don) Kelley—Senior—
6-1—179—8-17-50—Greenville, S. C. . . . was
all-state, All-ACC and All-ACC Scholastic as
defensive back last season . . also honor-
able mention All-American . . . amassed 545
yards and scored three touchdowns on 24
punt and three interception returns in 1970
. . . dangerous running ability prompted move
to flanker . . . sure bet for All-Conference
and All-American honors again this year . . .
excellent speed . . . outstanding athlete . . .
good pro prospect . . . father is deceased
. . . pre-dentistry major.
14—QB—Thomas Byron (Tommy) Kendrick—
Senior—6-1— 183—9-11-50—Stone Mountain, Ga.
. . . one of finest quarterbacks in Clemson
history . . . leading passer past two seasons
. . . already put his mark in Clemson record
book . . . accurate passer who is expected to
have tremendous year . . . has passed for
better than 1,400 yards both his sophomore
and junior years . . . outstanding athlete at
Clarkston High School . . . lettered in football
basketball and baseball . . . father is a sales-
man . . . majoring in industrial management.
75—OG—James Howard (Buddy) King, Jr.—
Junior—6-0—223—5-29-51—Concord, Calif. . . .
starter as a sophomore last fall . . . tough
and aggressive lineman that should have an
outstanding junior year . . . lettered in football
baseball and wrestling at Mt. Diablo High
School ... all league and All-Northern Cali-
fornia in high school . . . played in North-
South California Shrine game . . . father is a
production supervisor . . . majoring in indus-
trial management.
78—OG—Steven Jay (Steve) Lewter—Senior
—
6-4—238—2-1-49—Clarkston, Ga. . . . started
as offensive tackle while a sophomore . . .saw
some starting action last fall . . . listed as
starter this season . . . quick and strong in-
terior lineman . . . played both ways at
Clarkston High School . . . earned three let-
ters each in football and track and one in
wrestling in high school . . . father is em-
ployed by Southern Bell . . . majoring in arts
and sciences.
82—DE—Steven Lamar (Steve) Long—Sopho-
more—6-2—210—5-4-51—Monroe, Ga. ... a
red-shirt sophomore up from last year's scout
team . . . has potential to be fine defensive
end ... a strong athlete . . . attended Mon-
roe Area High School where he earned three
letters each in football, basketball and track
and one in golf . . . most valuable blocking
back in high school . . . also mvp in track
. . . father is a merchandiser . . . majoring
in agronomy.
89—DE—Daniel William (Danny) Lundeen
Junior—6-3—202—6-26-51—Temple Terrace, Fla.
... a defensive tackle for freshman team in
1969 . . . began 1970 as starting defensive
end until injury sidelined him . . . will be
back in contention for starting job this fall . . .
attended King High School and earned two
letters each in football and basketball . . .
all county, all-regional, all-conference and
all-state selection in high school . . . father
is manufacturing manager . . . education
major.
85—TE—John Garvin (John) McMakin—Senior
—6-3—214—9-24-50—Tucker, Ga. . . . leading
pass receiver on team last season . . . has
good hands . . . strong runner and good
blocker . . . should have outstanding season
this fall . . . considered as one of the best
tight ends in the Southeast ... a prime candi-
date for all-conference and All-American hon-
ors ... an excellent pro prospect . . . out-
standing athlete at Tucker High School . . .
named on Metro-Atlanta All-Star team . . .
father is an engineer . . . majoring in soci-
ology.
12—QB—Mike H. (Mike) Mathews—Sophomore
—6-2—194—4-17-51—Canton, N. C. . . . was
red-shirted last season . . . led Cubs to un-
defeated season in 1969 . . . has potential to
be outstanding signal-caller for Tigers . . .
could be back-up man for Kendrick this fall
. . . played at Pisgah High School where he
earned four letters each in football and base-
ball and three in basketball and one in golf
. . . played in Shrine Bowl game . . . father
is a maintenance supervisor . . . majoring in
industrial management.
94—DE—Charles Albert (Charlie) Mayer—Sen-
ior—6-0—216— 1-17-50—Little Mountain, S. C.
. . . broke into starting line-up last season
and was impressive to coaching staff . . .
strong and agile . . . will be one of leading
candidates for starting job again in 1971 . . .
attended Mid-Carolina High School where he
was coached by former Clemson player Lon
Armstrong . . . earned 12 letters in football,
basketball, baseball and track . . . father is
a control room operator . . . majoring in rec-
reation and park administration.
79—OT—Albert (Al) Murray—Sophomore—6-2
—244—1-15-52—Tampa, Fla. . . . was impres-
sive last season on the Cub squad . . . should
see a good bit of action for the Tigers this
fall . . . will add depth to offensive line in
1971 ... a good college performer . . . strong
and agile lineman . . . attended King High
School and earned two letters in football and
one each in track and wrestling . . . received
outstanding lineman award . . . father is
glass glazier . . . recreation and park ad-
ministration major.
11—QB—Ken Robert (Ken) Pengitore—Sopho-
more—5-1 1-193—3-27-52—Haledon, N. J. . . was
number two signal-caller on Cub squad last
fall ... a dangerous and exciting runner . . .
a good passer . . . could possibly be number
two quarterback in 1971 . . . had outstanding
spring practice . . . attended Manchester
Regional High School where he earned four
letters in baseball, three in football and two
in basketball . . . captained all three sports
. . . father is shipping and receiving clerk . . .
pre-dentistry major.
70—DT—John Aubrey (John) Price—Junior
—
6-3—234— 10-24-51—Martin, S. C. . . . was in-
jured in fifth game of season last fall and
was out for rest of year . . . will add depth
at this position in 1971 ... a very strong
athlete . . . attended Allendale-airfax High
School and lettered two years each in football
and track . . . all-conference and all-state
selection . . . outstanding lineman in Shrine
Bowl . . . father is a miller . . . recreation
and park administration major.
38— DB — Marion Francis (Marion) Reeves —
Sophomore—6-1— 185 — 2-23-52 — Irmo, S. C.
. . . was starting defensive bacK on 1970 Cub
team . . . fastest man on frosh squad . . .
has great strength . . . has polential to start
in the fall . . . earned two letters in football
and one in baseball at Irmo High School . . .
was an all-area selection in high school . . .
coached by Ernest Nivens . . . father is a
minister . . . majoring in administrative man-
agement.
30—LB—John Alan (John) Rhodes—Sophomore
—6-V2—203—9-20-51—Franklin Lakes, N. J. . . .
had outstanding spring practice ... a possi-
ble starter for this fall . . . was red-shirted a
year ago . . . has much determination . . .
came to Clemson from Ramapo High School
where he earned two letters in football and
one each in baseball and track . . . was out-
standing high school fullback . . . also play-
ed linebacker . . . father is a regional sales
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40—DB—Thomas Mell (Tommy) Richardson—
Sophomore—5-11— 161—6-2-51—Monroe, Ga . . .
pre-season injury sidelined him for season in
1970 ... a possible starter for this fall . . .
had good spring practice . . . received four
letters each in football, basketball and track
and one in baseball at Monroe Aera High
School . . . outstanding high school back . . .
holds school rushing record . . . father is a
principal . . . majoring in economics.
26 — TB — Michael Henry (Smiley) Sanders —
Sophomore—6-1— 192—6-12-52 — Central, S. C.
. . . leading rusher on freshman team a year
ago . . . real strong running back . . . looked
most impressive during spring drills
should develop into outstanding college tail-
back ... a good blocker and pass receiver
. . . played on Clemson baseball team this
past spring . . . lettered in football, baseball,
basketball and track at D. W. Daniel High
School . . . father is in textiles . . . majoring
in administrative management.
20—OE—David Timothy (David) Sasser—Soph-
omore—6-2— 191— 1-11-51—Savannah, Ga. . . .
a red-shirt last fall . . . will add depth to
the receiver corps this season . . . was a
quarterback at Groves High School . . . let-
tered three years in football and two each in
baseball and basketball . . . all-state honor-
able mention for two consecutive years . . .
most valuable on squad . . . father is super-
visor for Union Camp Bag Co. . . . recreation
and park administration major.
3—PK—Eddie Watson (Eddie) Seigler—Junior
—
6-0—165—4-7-51—Greenwood, S. C. . . . lead
team in scoring as a sophomore last season
. . . soccer-style kicker . . . longest boot last
fall was a 48-yard field goal against The
Citadel . . . had 52-yard boot against Georgia
as a freshman . . . will give Tigers added
scoring punch . . . earned two letters each
in football and soccer at Greenwood High
School . . . father is textile engineer . . . pre-
med major.
81—FLK—Robert Charles (Bob) Shell—Junior—
6-2—182—1-23-51—Atlanta, Ga. . . . will see
considerable amount of action as back up for
Kelley . . . good receiver . . . excellent
speed . . . played at St. Pius X High School
and lettered two years in football and three
years in track . . . was high point man on
track team for two consecutive seasons . . .
coached by George Maloof in high school . . .
father is a sales supervisor . . . majoring in
industrial management.
42—DB—Jeffrey Michale (Jeff) Siepe—Junior
6-1—176—12-4-51—Wayne, N. J. . . . was a
starting defensive back as a sophomore . . .
a good defender with excellent speed ... a
tough and aggressive ball player . . . pick-
ed off one opponent pass a year ago . . .
slated to start again this fall . . . member of
Clemson baseball team . . . was all-area, all-
county and all-league at Wayne Valley High
School . . . earned seven varsity letters . . .
father is plant manager . . . arts and sciences
major.
Ybu've got a lot to live.
Pepsi's got a lot to give.
TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Under appointment from Pepsi-Cola Co., New York
23—FLK—William Keith (Keith) Slemp—Sopho-
more—6-2—186—7-17-52—Johnson City, Tenn.
. . . caught seven passes for Cubs last year
. . .also used as extra point man ... a good
receiver that will add depth to squad this
fall . . . played at Science Hill High School
where he earned three letters each in foot-
ball, basketball and track . . . played with
Deanhardt in high school . . . father is own-
er of auto parts store . . . majoring in admin-
istrative management.
28—DB—James Patrick (Pat) Shealy, III—Jun-
ior—6-0—183— 12-13-49—Graniteville, S. C
a possible starter for this fall . . . red-shirt
who had good spring practice . . . good
tackier . . . outstanding athlete at Granite-
ville High School . . . received three letters
in football and two each in basketball and
track in high school . . . set four high school
track records . . . was all-conference end two
consecutive seasons . . . father is a chemist
. . . majoring in pre-med.
80—DE—Jeffrey Lynn (Jeff) Stocks—Sophomore
—6-2— 196— 12-6-51—New Bern, N. C. . . . out-
standing performer for 1970 freshman squad
. . . has knack for coming up with big play
. . . knows nothing but 100 percent . . . should
be a great asset to varsity . . . has chance
to start this fall . . . participated in football,
baseball and wrestling at New Bern High
School . . . all-conference selection . . . divi-
sion wrestling champ . . . MVP in football
. . . father is a banker . . . majoring in
biology.
51—LB—Paul Morgan (Skip) Stombaugh—Soph-
omore—5-10—200—2-15-52—College Park, Md.
. . . regular fullback on frosh team a year
ago ... a good blocker . . . switched to
linebacker due to strength ... a good tackier
. . . most aggressive . . . could handle some
of the punting chores this fall . . . earned
three letters each in football and baseball at
High Point High School . . . was all-confer-
ence and received award for MVP in con-
ference . . . father works with FBI . . . civil
engineering major.
41—FB—Henry Madison (Henry) Walters—Jun-
ior—5-9—183— 1 1-10-49—Anderson, S. C. ...
saw limited action last fall as fullback and
kickoff return man . . . gained experience
and should be much improved runner this fall
. . . attended T. L. Hanna High School and
earned three letters in football and two in
track . . . played in Shrine Bowl and in North-
South All-Star game . . . set new school rush-
ing record at Hanna . . . father is a mill-
wright . . . civil engineering major.
67—DT—Frank William (Frank) Wirth—Junior
—6-2—216—2-15-51—Schnecksville, Pa. ... a
returning starter at defensive tackle . . . had
an impressive sophomore season in 1970 . . .
will be in contention for starting role again
this fall ... an all-league tackle at Parkland
High School . . . earned three letters each in
football and wrestling and two in track in
high school . . . father is in the trucking
business . . . majoring in business education.
CONTRIBUTIONS INCREASE
The 37th IPTAY year closed this past August
31st, and for the seventh consecutive year, the
club noted an increase in contributions.
The total amount given during the fiscal year of
IPTAY amounted to over $376,000. The goal set
for the next 12 months is $500,000.
IPTAY, which stands for I Pay Twenty A Year,
is Clemson's scholarship club and it is solely
through these means that the Tigers are able to
maintain a healthy athletic program in 11 inter-
collegiate sports.
Thousands of student-athletes have received an
education through IPTAY, many of whom could
not have attended college except through these
means. And with the rising costs in the field of
education each year, the need for additional mem-
berships increases each year.
During the past year there were 6,658 regular
$20 memberships, there were 1,621 $100 Gold Card
members, 139 members who gave $250, 45 $500
Gold Carders, 18 $1,000 donors and three $2,000
members, who are known as IPTAY Scholarship
Donors. This totals 8,484 of all memberships and
represents 94 per cent of the goal set.
IPTAY was started— and still functions — with
one purpose in mind, that is, to finance athletic
CLEMSON THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.
Robert J. Moseley, Manager
The Theatre of Fine Entertainment
Dial 654-3230 for Current Attraction
scholarships at Clemson. Not one single penny
contributed during the past 37 years has been used
for any other purpose. All contributions are tax
deductible.
From the records available, there were 185 peo-
ple who were members of IPTAY during that first
year of 1934-35. Over a third of these are now de-
ceased, but better than 60 per cent of those still
living are members today and over a fifth of them
are Gold Card members.
The late Dr. Rupert H. (Rube) Fike was the
father of IPTAY. It was his idea that something
should be done to support athletics at Clemson.
His thought was being churned around when the
Tigers were at one of their lowest depths of foot-
ball. The team had won only seven games, while
losing 17 and tieing five in three years.
The idea of the seven people who started IPTAY
was to get 100 more members. They never dream-
ed IPTAY would become one of the foremost
scholarship organizations in America.
Tiger athletic teams have won numerous confer-
ence championships, not to mention many individ-
ual honors.
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1971 - 72 BASKETBALL OUTLOOK
Taylor (Tates) Locke
Head Basketball Coach
Tates Locke enters his second season as head coach
of the Clemson basketball team and his optimistic vein
is running warmer than a year ago.
Not only does Locke have five returnees from last
year's 9-17 team, but he has brought in three junior
college transfers, has four players advancing from the
freshman team, two of whom averaged 46.7 points be-
tween them, plus a red shirt sophomore.
Dave Angel, who stands 6-11, led the team in scoring
and rebounding as a sophomore in the last campaign,
and he is joined by another starter, Bud Martin. Other
juniors back are Joe Cooley, Craig Mobley and John
Williams. Bo Hawkins is the lone senior.
Locke plans to blend his four rising sophomores — Gale
Housley, Dennis Odle, Terrell Suit and Mitch Uzzle—
with these upperclassmen and JUCO's Anthony Brown,
Mel Francisco and Danny Miller and holdout Mike
Browning.
Brown led nearby Anderson Junior College in scoring
with a 20.6 mark, Francisco averaged 15.4 points and 16
rebounds for Brevard JC in Cocoa, Fla., and Miller was
the leading scorer for Ranger (Tex.) JC.
Locke has signed what some call "the best group of
basketball recruits in Clemson history" and he also has
Marty Paterson, a 6-9 transfer from The Citadel, sitting
out this season with three years of eligibility remaining.
1971-72 Clemson Basketball Schedule




Dec. 18 Indiana State Away
Dec 21 Cincinnati Away
Dec 29-30 Poinsettia Classic Greenville
(Auburn, Clemson, Furman, Holy Cross)
Jan. 5 Georgia Tech Away
\Jan. 8 Maryland HOME
\Jan. 12 North Carolina HOME
*Jan. 15 Duke Away
Man. 17 N. C State Away
Jan. 19 Furman HOME
Jan. 22 Virginia Tech HOME
Jan. 29 Georgia Tech HOME
\Jan. 31 Virginia HOME
Feb 2 Virginia Tech Away
Feb. 5 South Carolina HOME
*Feb 11 North Carolina Charlotte, N. C.
*Feb.12 N. C State Charlotte, N. C.
•Feb 16 Wake Forest Away
*Feb 19 Maryland Away
*Feb.21 Virginia Away
*Feb.26 Wake Forest HOME
*Mar.1 Duke HOME
Mar. 4 South Carolina Away
Mar. 9-10-11 ACC Tournament Greensboro, N. C
* Denotes Atlantic Coast Conference Game
All Home Games Begin at 8:00 p.m.. Except Maryland at 2:00 p.m.
Dave Angel Anthony Brown Mike Browning Dennis Odle Terrell Suit
ATHLETIC COACHES AND STAFF MEMBERS
George Bennett Bob Jones Gene Willimon Steve Gibert Banks McFadden Bob Smith
Assistant Athletic Assistant to Ath- Executive Secre- Ticket Manager Director of In- Manager of Ath-
Director letic Director, tary, IPTAY tramural Sports letic Facilites
Golf Coach
Fred Cone Harold Cooledge Rick Robbins P. Wee Greenfield Bill Wilhelm Duane Bruley
Chief Recruiter Fencing Coach Academic Adviser Track, Cross Coun- Baseball Coach Tennis Coach
try Coach
Fred Hoover Andy Clawson Herman McGee Tom Burton Carl McHugh Ibrahim Ibrahim
Head Trainer Assistant Trainer Assistant Trainer Equipment Manager Swimming Coach Soccer Coach
Dr. Jud Hair Dr. Jim Bowers Dr. John Vaughn Billie Norris Bob Bradley Jerry Arp
Team Physician Associate Team Associate Team Custodian, Little- Sports Information Assistant Sports
Physician Physician john Coliseum Director Information Director
Haralson Shockley Garrison
Best Photo Facilities . . .
Photographers covering Clemson's home games have
some of the finest facilities to be found anywhere, in
addition to a home crew of photographers who are ready
to assist in any way possible.
Cameramen look for ideal working conditions, ample
working room and an atmosphere conducive to their
needs. All of these can be found in the Clemson press
box.
Movie crews filming the game for Clemson and the
visiting team have a 27-foot open section right in the
middle of the second deck of the press box which will
easily accommodate six movie tripods.
One flight up is a 35-yard long "front row" for still
cameras and those filming for TV. No one is too far off
the 50-yard line with a good angle afforded everyone
who shoots from the top deck.
Photographers, as well as sportswriters covering Clem-
son's home games, have become accustomed to the third
floor of the press box. Behind the row of cameras is
the famous buffet served for those covering the game
where the finest of food is enjoyed picnic style from
the 'Top of the Valley."
This year facilities for the latest thing in filing press
copy are being installed. Many sportswriters now use
a telecopier where copy is fed into a machine from the
press box and it comes out at the specified newspaper,
ready for the composing room.
Chief photographer Charles Haralson and his assist-
ants, Tom Shockley, Hal Smith and Dave Garrison, are
on hand for two reasons: to shoot game films for the ath-
letic staff; and to assist visiting photographers covering
the game should an emergency arise.
Harry Durham and Jim Burns head up the Clemson
Communications Center and devote their time seeing
that all runs well, and at the same time, always willing
to lend a helping hand.
Game action is shot during the first half of each home
game by a staff photographer and a set of pictures (five
or six prints) is furnished to any news media requesting
this service before the end of the game.
This rapid service is done through a Fotorite machine,
a rapid print processing, and is the only one in use in
the Atlantic Coast Conference and one of the few in the
nation used as such.
During the past nine seasons approximately 3,700
photos have been given free to the press by this process,
thanks to the closely-knit and cooperative crew of the
Communications Center.
Phillips Odenwald
Radio Adds Frosh Games . .
.
Clemson football games can be heard in every corner
of South Carolina, and in many fringe areas of Georgia
and North Carolina. And this is the way it should be.
The Tigers have more fans than anyone in the state and
the Clemson Football Network tries to reach all of those
unable to come to the game.
The network enters its 18th year in 1971, with Jim
Phillips, sports director of WFBC-TV in Greenville,
again handling the play-by-play for the third straight
year.
Jeff Odenwald, general manager of the Greenwood
Braves of the Western Carolinas League, who has had
seven years of broadcast experience, will handle the
color for the first time.
To assure the best possible professional broadcast,
Jim Lynn of the WFBC engineering staff, will serve as
producer-director of the broadcast.
The network is being expanded this season to include
the three freshman home games. All of these games are
to be played Monday afternoon instead of Friday and
will not interfere with any high school games.
For the second straight year there will be a pre-game
as well as a post-game show by Clemson head coach,
Hootie Ingram.
The network will sign on 20 minutes before kickoff
and stay on the air 10 minutes following the wrap-up
period when Phillips and Ingram will comment on what
to expect in the game, then just a few minutes away;
as well as presenting quick observations on the game
just completed.
Phillips has had 18 years of broadcasting experience.
He came from his native Onio where he was affiliated
at various times with stations in Alliance, Ashland and
Lima. Before coming with the Clemson network, Phil-
lips did the play-by-play for the Kent State University
Network.
Odenwald, also a native of Ohio, graduated from Ohio
State in 1969. While in college he worked four and a
half years with WBNS-TV in Columbus, going from the
floor crew to the production staff and covered all facets
of television production. He also worked with the Ohio
State closed circuit TV network as producer-director.
Since going to Greenwood in Sept., 1969, Odenwald
has done a daily 15-minute sports show on Station WG-
SW and last winter did commentary for all 2f0 Lander
College basketball games over Greenwood's channel 2.
Because of one night game last fall the Clemson Net-
work averaged 55 stations a game, but should return
to about a 58-59 average this fall, making it one of the
nation's largest university-operated networks.
Stadium Facts . . .
Most Clemson stadium points:
Southern Conference: 57 points (57-12 over Virginia
Military, 1944; 57-2 over Furman, 1950)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points (40-35 over Vir-
ginia, 1966; 40 points (40-0 over Maryland, 1969)
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian,
1945)
Most opponent stadium points:
Southern Conference: 41 points (41-12 by Wake For-
est, 1943)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 35 points (40-35 over Vir-
ginia, 1966)
Non-Conference: 45 points (45-19 by Auburn, 1953)
Last tie game in stadium:
Clemson 7, Georgia 7, 1963
Widest Clemson margin of victory in stadium:
Southern Conference: 55 points (57-2 over Furman,
1950)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points (40-0 over Mary-
land, 1969)
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian,
1945)
Widest margin of defeat for Clemson in stadium:
Southern Conference: 29 points (41-12 by Wake For-
est, 1943)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 35 points (42-7 by North
Carolina, 1970)
Non-Conference: 44 points (44-0 by Auburn, 1970)
Most combined stadium points (both teams)
Southern Conference: 69 points (57-12 over Virginia
Military, 1944)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 75 points (40-35 over Vir-
ginia, 1966)
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian,
1945; 69-7 over Presbyterian, 1949)
Tie Game: 14 points (7-7 vs. Mississippi State, 1949;
7-7 vs. Georgia, 1963)
Most stadium games won by Clemson in single season:
5 games (1958, 1960)
4 games (1948, 1950, 1951, 1956, 1966)
Most stadium games lost by Clemson in single season:
4 games (1970)
3 games (1962)
2 games (1943, 1949, 1953, 1961, 1964, 1967, 1968, 1969)
Longest stadium winning streak:
10 games (During 1949-50-51 seasons)
9 games (During 1957-58-59 seasons)
Longest stadium losing streak:
4 games (1970)
3 games (1962)
2 games (1943, 1949, 1961, 1964, 1967)
Since stadium was dedicated 29 seasons ago (1942):
Clemson has had only one season (1943) where the
Tigers failed to win a game. They lost their only two
home appearances then.
Field: Runs East and West
Press Box: Located atop South stands
Record stadium crowd: 53,247, South Carolina, 1968
Record stadium crowd (non-conference): 49,596, Ala-
bama, 1967
Record stadium conference crowd: 53,247, South Caro-
lina, 1968
Stadium Capacity: 43,451. Original stadium built in 1942
to seat 20,000. Addition of 18,000 sideline seats made
prior to 1958 season. West end zone seats added prior
to 1960 season.
Atlantic Coast Conference
Football Officials for 1971
REFEREES:
J. Vincent Price (College of Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
(Chief)
Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
Wilburn C. Clary (South Carolina), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Robert H. Cooper (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore, Md.
W. R. Cummings (unattached), Columbia, S. C.
Carl B. Deane (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
Ernest D. Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
W. Art Hodges (Wichita), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
William C. Simpson (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
UMPIRES:
Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C. (Chief)
V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, S. C.
Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
W. Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
Milton A. Hines (Guilford), Elkin, N. C.
Donald McDonnell (Baltimore JC), Baltimore, Md.
Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
LINESMEN:
Richard Carrington (Virginia), Lynchburg, Va. (Chief)
Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Alexandria, Va.
Paul Girolamo (Cornell), Wyomissing, Pa.
Thomas B. Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
M. E. McClenney (unattached), Goldsboro, N. C.
George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C. (Chief)
Joseph Carroll (Georgetown), Baltimore, Md.
Nelvin Cooper (Elon), Cary, N. C.
J. William Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
Raymond D. Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
Jimmy L. Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
William E. Smith (West Carolina), Raleigh, N. C.
BACK JUDGES:
Robert Shoaf (Guilford), Winston-Salem, N. C. (Chief)
Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
Wallace W. Burke (Elon), Raleigh, N. C.
Richard B. Ellis (Atlantic Christian), Charlotte, N. C.
Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
Robert Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va.
Weldon D. Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
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IPTAY-
Several thousand former Clemson student-
athletes, as well as several hundred currently en-
rolled at the university, depend solely on contribu-
tions from individuals and firms for their educa-
tion. This is administered through the Clemson
IPTAY Club, which since 1934. has used the
monies received for athletic scholarships only.
Clemson has set an outstanding example for other
educational institutions throughout the nation
with its IPTAY program. Clemson athletics would
be nowhere near the high plateau it maintains
today without these individuals and firms who be-
lieve in the Clemson program and contribute to its
success. It is with pleasure, and with their per-
mission, that we pay tribute to those so vitally
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States vi lie, N. C.
Forest Products, Inc.
Statesville, N. C.






Dr. T. A. Campbell
Blacksburg
R. S. Campbell , Jr.
Gaffney
CHESTER COUNTY








Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Hartsville
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville
DILLON COUNTY













Maxie C. Collins, III
Ridgeway













A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawley's Island
GREENVILLE COUNTY






Thomas M. Floyd, Jr.
Greenvil le
Joel W. Gray, III
Greenville



























































George Graham Poole, Jr.
Mul 1 ins
Mrs. Ruby B. Poole
Mullins
OCONEE COUNTY
W. C. Harper, Jr.
Seneca
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
































George G. Matthews, Sr.
Columbia
George G. Matthews, Jr.
Col umbia
R. L. Bryan Company
Edward T. O'Cain
Columbia

























Spartan Food Systems, Inc.
Spartanburg
SUMTER COUNTY



























High Point, N. C.




We also express our tribute to those IPTAY
members, in the above membership categories,
who prefer to have their names omitted.
Letterman's Association . . .
The Association of Tiger Lettermen of Clemson Uni-
versity was organized this past summer by former stu-
dents and athletes who are interested in promoting
the continuing athletic excellence of Clemson, as well
as affording the opportunity for fellowship among active
members, honorary members, student athletes and mem-
bers of the university's athletic department.
Charlie Bussey, a quarterback on the 1954-55-56 teams,
the latter of which played in the 1957 Orange Bowl, was
elected the association's first president.
Doc Morgan was chosen vice president and Gene
Willimon was elected secretary-treasurer.
The constitution of the organization stipulates that
there shall be 12 directors, with at least six sports rep-
resented and no more than three directors from any
one sport.
Named to serve on the first board were: Phil Prince,
Gil Rushton and Bill Hudson representing football;
Ames Wells and Banks McFadden representing basket-
ball; Harold Stowe, Doug Kingsmore and Jim Coleman,
CLEMSON'S 13 LARGEST HOME CROWDS
There will be a drop-in for members on the third
floor of Fike Field House, at 11 a.m. on the day of
each home football game.
representing baseball; Jimmy Wells and Marshall Walk-
er representing track; Bill Yarborough representing
golf; and George Bennett representing cheerleaders.
There are two classes of membership in the associa-
tion. Active membership is open to any former student
of Clemson who received a letter from the athletic de-
partment in any sport; and a person shall be eligible
for an honorary membership upon the recommendation
of three fourths of the board of directors and upon sub-
sequent approval by a majority in attendance at any
associational meeting.
Coach Frank Howard, former athletic director and
head football coach at Clemson, is the first and only
honorary member of the association thus far.
After several preliminary meetings an organizational
meeting was held at Clemson June 25th at which time
officers were elected and a constitution adopted. All
former students awarded a letter by the Athletic De-
partment are invited to become a member by completing








Dues: $5.00 per year (Fiscal year— July 1 to June 30)
Return to: THE ASSOCIATION OF TIGER
LETTERMEN OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
BOX 31
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
Attendance Season Opponent Date Score
53,247 1968 South Carolina Nov. 22 3-7
50,949 1970 South Carolina Nov. 21 32-38
49,596 1967 Alabama Oct. 28 10-13
47,237 1966 South Carolina Nov. 26 35-10
47,074 1967 N. C. State Nov. 18 14-6
46,362 1967 Georgia Sept. 30 17-24
45,080 1960 South Carolina Nov. 12 12-2
45,000 1962 South Carolina Nov. 24 20-17
43,035 1969 Georgia Sept. 27 0-80
41,384 1969 Alabama Sept. 27 26-21
40,000 1958 North Carolina Nov. 7 6-0
40,000 1959 Duke Nov. 21 3-7
40,000 1964 South Carolina Oct. 25 13-38
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes 450
















Tiger Hats and Tarns _ 1.50
















Dedicated to the promotion of thrift and home
ownership in the Clemson Community since 1917
Insured Savings— Home Loans
$20,000 Insurance on Each Account
mum
m
The Peale, Model C3722'
Simulated TV Picture
Now famous Zenith Chromacolor
comes in a new 16-inch (diagonal) portabli
that goes anywhere in the house.
Its totally advanced Chromacolor syster
features Zenith's dependable Handcrafted
chassis and patented Chromacolor picture
£—^|—j|. tube—the first tube to fulTj
llllfl illuminate every color
• ••••• dot on a jet-black back-
>•••••< ground. To bring you a
W 9. fi + V color picture so good,
you really have to see it, to see why it's
become the standard of excellence.
Visit a Zenith dealer and see Zenith's
new 16-inch (diagonal) portable. Newest
member of the Chromacolor family of
screen sizes. At Zenith, the quality goes




ONLY ZENITH HAS IT
